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Abstract 

 

Many societies and health systems will soon face the unprecedented challenge of 

burgeoning aged populations. This demographic change will place pressure on social 

and medical systems, and give rise to questions concerning quality of life. Aging is 

often characterized by a decreased capacity for stress resistance and cognitive tasks. 

Thus, a longer life does not necessarily guarantee a prolonged health span, i.e., the time 

spent as a healthy individual. Additional research is needed to better understand and 

ultimately influence the connections between longevity, the decline of brain function, 

and health span.  

Using the honeybee as a model system, this dissertation examines the relationship 

between stress and lifespan, the effects of oxidative stress on learning and sensory 

capacity, and the potential reversal of brain decline. By combining manipulative tools, 

including the alteration of oxygen environment, RNAi-mediated gene knockdown, and 

pharmacological intervention with behavioral assays, this dissertation demonstrates that 

key indicators of health and lifespan can be selectively modulated.  

Specifically, hyperoxia negatively impacts survivorship and learning performance 

without compromising gustatory responsiveness. This indicates that peripheral and 

central brain functions are differentially affected by oxidative stress in honey bees. In 

addition, these differences in survivorship can be partially explained by vitellogenin, a 

yolk precursor protein with antioxidant properties that influences social behavior in 

honey bees.  

Lastly, the pharmacological compound, resveratrol, extends honey bee lifespan and 

alters gustatory responsiveness and food consumption. Honey bees fed resveratrol eat 

less, suggesting that resveratrol-dependent life span extension may be driven by a 

mechanism related to caloric restriction.  

The overall aim of these results is to inform research on future therapies focused on 

slowing or stalling age-related brain decline. Moreover, they illustrate that alternative 

model systems in aging research can also be informative. 
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Abstrakt 

 

Mange samfunn og helsevesen vil I løpet av få år møte en helt ny utfordring med en 

økende andel eldre befolkning. Denne demografiske endringen  vil legge press på 

sosiale og medisinske systemer og fremme spørsmål i forhold til livskvalitet. Aldring 

blir ofte karakterisert ved en redusert evne til å mestre stress og  kognitive oppgaver. Et 

lenger livsløp korrelerer derfor ikke nødvendigvis med hvor stor del av livet man er 

frisk. Ytterligere forskning er nødvendig for å få en bedre forståelse og  dermed 

mulighet til å påvirke sammenhengen mellom livsløp, reduksjon i hjernefunksjon og 

helse. 

I denne avhandlingen brukes honningbien som modelldyr for å undersøke forholdet 

mellom stress og livsløp, effekten av oksidativt stress på læring og sanser, og potensialet 

for reversering  av hjernens aldringsforfall. Ved å  kombinere manipulasjonsteknikker 

som inkluderer endring av oksygennivå, RNAi-mediert gene-knockdown og 

farmakologiske tiltak i adferdstester viser denne avhandlingen at nøkkelindikatorer for 

helse og livsløp kan bli selektivt modulert. Spesielt hyperoxi innvirker negativt på 

overlevelse og læringsevne uten å kompromitere gustatorisk reaksjonsevne. Dette gir 

indikasjoner om at perifere og sentrale hjernefunksjoner er ulikt berørt av oksidativt 

stress hos honningbier. Disse forskjellene kan også forklares ved vitellogenin, et 

precursor protein med antioksidante egenskaper som påvirker sosial adferd hos 

honningbier. 

Til slutt; den farmakologiske faktoren, resveratrol forlenger honningbiens livsløp og 

endrer gustatorisk respons og fôrforbruk. Honningbier som får resveratrol spiser mindre 

noe som antyder at resveratrol-avhengig økt livsløp kan være styrt av en mekanisme 

knyttet til kalorirestriksjon.  

Det overordnede målet med disse resultatene er å opplyse forskning på fremtidig terapi 

som fokuserer på å bremse eller stagnere aldersrelatert redusert hjernefunksjon. I tillegg 

illustrerer disse resultatene at alternative modellsystemer i aldringsforskning også kan 

være informativ.  

 

Norwegian translation provided by Margrethe Brynem.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1 The Honey Bee 

Honey bees have drawn the interest of scientists and non-scientists alike for decades. 

Their large, highly organized, cooperative societies are striking in their ecological 

success and complexity. Their specialized division of tasks within the colony and their 

level of cooperation have led some to characterize this social grouping as a 

“superorganism”(Hölldobler and Wilson, 2009). This particular metaphor conjures up 

images of a single organism composed of interdependent individuals that carry out 

information processing, reproductive, physiological, and communication tasks for the 

success of the collective. However, individual honey bees demonstrate complex brain 

functions (learning and memory), behavioral preferences for food collection, and aging 

patterns which can be linked to stage-specific physiological changes. During ontogeny, 

modifications in honey bee behavior lead to differences in task performance, altering the 

aging profile of the honey bee and sometimes offering the fascinating possibility for the 

reversal of aging.  

1.2 Central Aim 

This dissertation will focus on understanding how the physiology of individual worker 

bees changes during aging, with particular emphasis on learning behavior, sensory 

perception, and lifespan. I will address the following questions: Does metabolic stress 

accelerate aging in the honey bee? Can hyperoxia induce physiological changes that are 

reminiscent of aging patterns observed in free-flying honey bees? Is brain aging 

reversible? Can the phytochemical, resveratrol, alleviate functional decline in the honey 

bee and attenuate stress-induced mortality? The honey bee serves these goals well 

because it is a well-established neurobiological model, it is comparably large, and can 

be tracked throughout its entire life history, providing individual-level information 

(Menzel, 2012). Added to this, the natural behavioral plasticity of the honey bee brain 

provides a useful backdrop for the investigation of aging (Amdam, 2011).  

1.3 Theories of Aging 

Aging studies have generally focused on solitary model organisms and have given rise 

to aging theories that do not always apply to a eusocial species like the honey bee. For 

example, young honey bees (nurses) tend to perform the alloparental caregiving 

functions in the colony e.g., brood feeding and colony maintenance, while older, more 

mature honey bees (foragers) leave the nest in search of food (Winston, 1987). This high 
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level of ontogenic behavioral complexity and the compartmentalization of reproduction 

and caregiving render many of the well-known theories of aging inapplicable to the 

worker honey bee (Amdam and Page, 2005). 

Life history theory, for instance, posits that the pressure of natural selection on survival 

favors fitness during the reproductive stage of life and then diminishes in power during 

the post-reproductive phase of life. However, worker bees are essentially sterile, so life 

history theory cannot adequately explain their patterns of aging. The classic 

evolutionary theories of aging e.g., Medawar’s mutation accumulation theory (1952), 

Williams’ antagonistic pleiotropy theory (1957), and Kirkwood’s (1977) disposable 

soma theory rest on the concept of extrinsic mortality and postulate that natural 

selection will not favor further investment of resources into the soma when the risk of 

dying is high. However, the application of this idea to worker bees is problematic since 

they act as alloparental caregivers and are largely shielded from predators for part of 

their lives (Winston, 1987). Although these theories are generally regarded as dominant 

explanatory tools in the evolution of aging, their focus on reproduction limits their 

application to individual worker bees. Therefore, I used the free radical theory of aging 

as a framework for understanding the aging patterns of individual worker bees.  

1.4 Free Radical Theory of Aging and Oxidative Stress 

As worker bees age, it is possible to observe superficial changes such as wing wear and 

hair loss (Wolschin et al., 2009). These are, however, only a manifestation of the 

molecular and biochemical changes that lead to senescence. One of the concepts that 

may underlie senescence in honey bees is oxidative stress.   

Molecular oxygen can serve as a source of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and 

ultimately cause aging. ROS are involved in normal cell respiration as by-products of 

aerobic mitochondrial metabolism, but can also inflict damage on proteins, lipids, and 

DNA if not successfully scavenged by cellular antioxidants. When the body’s ability to 

properly quench excessive free radical production is compromised, this process can 

eventually lead to pervasive cellular damage that interferes with normal metabolism and 

causes aging (Harman, 1956). 

1.5 Oxidative Stress and the Aging Honey Bee Brain 

Oxidative stress has been widely implicated in aging and functional decline. During 

senescence, sensory and memory decline afflict a variety of organisms ranging from 

mammals to insects (Brown and Strausfeld, 2009; Flood and Morley, 1998; Grotewiel et 
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al., 2005; Mery, 2007; Tamura et al., 2003). In honey bees, this decline in central 

processing ability can be detected after over 15 days of flight. During this time, foraging 

honey bees show memory deficits and a reduction in associative learning performance 

(Behrends et al., 2007; Munch et al., 2010; Scheiner and Amdam, 2009). In the honey 

bee brain, this functional decline is associated with oxidative damage to lipids and 

proteins, an accumulation of proteins, and a reduction of proteins related to synaptic and 

neuronal growth (Seehuus et al., 2006a; Tolfsen et al., 2011; Wolschin et al., 2009).  

In general, aging honey bees share many of the same symptoms of aging found in other 

animals (Munch and Amdam, 2010). However, in the honey bee, aging, like other 

characteristics of life history and behavior, exhibits remarkable plasticity which can be 

studied outdoors and in laboratory settings (Amdam, 2011; Munch et al., 2008; Page 

and Peng, 2001).  

1.6 Resveratrol Effects on Lifespan and the Brain 

Resveratrol is a plant polyphenol with reported lifespan extension effects in some 

(Howitz et al., 2003; Valenzano et al., 2006; Wood et al., 2004), but not all studies 

(Bass et al., 2007; Chen et al., 2013; Kaeberlein et al., 2005). Reports indicate that 

resveratrol elicits neuroprotective effects and prevents the decline of locomotory 

function (Bastianetto et al., 2000; Han et al., 2004; Jang and Surh, 2003; Marambaud et 

al., 2005; Valenzano et al., 2006). The beneficial effects of resveratrol also extend to 

cognitive performance. For instance, resveratrol can reverse cognitive deficits, maintain 

memory in aged rats (Joseph et al., 2008), and protect rats suffering from traumatic 

brain injury (Sonmez et al., 2007).  

In addition, studies indicate that resveratrol may act as an antioxidant and confer 

protection against nervous system impairment and oxidative stress (Chanvitayapongs et 

al., 1997; Chen et al., 2013; de la Lastra and Villegas, 2007; Hung et al., 2002; Jang and 

Surh, 2003; Mahal and Mukherjee, 2006). For example, in the brain of healthy rats, 

resveratrol increases the activity of antioxidants such as superoxide dismutase and 

catalase, and decreases the level of oxidative stress (Mokni et al., 2007). In this 

dissertation, I examine the effects of resveratrol on the lifespan of honey bees in 

hyperoxic environments (Paper II), and test whether resveratrol can rescue or attenuate 

hyperoxia-induced deficits in learning performance (Paper IV). This work provides the 

first glimpse of resveratrol effects in a eusocial species. 
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1.7 Resveratrol and Caloric Restriction 

The anti-aging effects of resveratrol may be regulated by the same pathways that govern 

caloric restriction. Caloric restriction is an evolutionarily conserved means of increasing 

lifespan and preventing the onset of diseases of age (Arking, 2006). Studies in several 

organisms indicate that sirtuins may mediate the beneficial outcomes of caloric 

restriction (Lin et al., 2000; Rogina and Helfand, 2004; Wang et al., 2006). In addition, 

resveratrol-dependent lifespan extension seems to depend on the activation of sirtuins 

(Frye, 2000). Sirtuins are a class of proteins that play leading roles in energy 

metabolism (Boily et al., 2008; Imai et al., 2000; Vaziri et al., 2001).  

Many studies demonstrate that the overexpression of SIRT1 homologs extends lifespan 

(Kaeberlein et al., 2005; Rizki et al., 2011; Rogina and Helfand, 2004; Tissenbaum and 

Guarente, 2001), but not all studies have replicated this finding (Burnett et al., 2011). 

Notably, the overexpression of SIRT1 in mice produces phenotypes reminiscent of 

caloric restriction (Bordone et al., 2007). In addition, a recent bioinformatics study that 

compared the gene expression profiles of species subjected to caloric restriction, Sir2 

overexpression, and resveratrol administration discovered that 23 genes involved in 

stress, metabolism, and growth were conserved in response to caloric restriction and 

resveratrol (Antosh et al., 2011). This suggests that the responses to resveratrol and 

caloric restriction may share some common molecular responses. In the present 

dissertation, I examine the effects of resveratrol on lifespan and neurophysiological 

responses to hyperoxia. 

2. Results  

2.1 Paper I  

In this book chapter, I and my co-authors discussed the current ideas that underlie the 

life history of the honey bee. First, we examined honey bee development and how 

environmental variation shapes the social role of female honey bees. We focused our 

mechanistic insights on important metabolic networks, e.g., insulin-insulin-like 

signaling (IIS), target of rapamycin (TOR), hormonal titers (vitellogenin and juvenile 

hormone), and DNA methylation, which are thought to direct these differences in caste 

formation. Thereafter, we examined behavioral maturation, foraging specialization, and 

aging via the Vg-JH axis lens. We also considered behavioral maturation of worker bees 

and the physiological, anatomical, and biochemical changes that prepare the bee for 

metabolically-demanding activities such as flight during foraging. These complex 
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behaviors require the acquisition and recall of spatial memories, and the expansion of 

oxidative capacity, which we also closely examined. Lastly, we discussed the aging 

patterns observed in honey bees, some of which encompass classic signs of aging e.g., 

oxidative stress, functional decline, morphological changes, along with other 

characteristics which are particularly unique to this model system. For instance, the fact 

that senescence in honey bees is tied to social task rather than simple chronological age 

makes the honey bee an interesting, new promising model for aging.  

2.2 Paper II 

In this published research article, I contributed the hyperoxia method that was used 

throughout and assisted in writing the publication. Paper II examined the link between 

learning performance and mortality in honey bees, a correlation that was previously 

observed in humans. Environmental and socioeconomic background strongly influence 

markers of health, survival, and educational achievement in humans. But despite their 

strong impact on health and survival, psychometric tests can still predict the length of 

life in some human populations. These relationships, however, are difficult to explore in 

humans due to the high degree of covariance between these variables. Furthermore, 

these types of studies are controversial due to the historical misuse of psychometric 

testing against members of certain cultural groups. Nevertheless, in this study, we 

controlled for social background and found a positive correlation between olfactory 

learning performance and stress resistance in individual honey bees. The outcomes 

documented in this honey bee study, however, do not provide evidence of shared 

functional principles between honey bees and humans. Nonetheless, we hope our 

findings can help delineate how metabolic resistance can influence life outcomes. 

2.3 Paper III 

Paper III is a research article in which I examined how oxidative stress affects lifespan, 

and the peripheral and central brain functions of the honey bee. In this study, we 

measured gustatory responsiveness (GRS) and associative learning performance in 

response to hyperoxia. I chose hyperoxia to prematurely induce pathologies that are 

often present in aged individuals to test oxidative stress resistance. Stress resistance is 

thought to contribute to longer lifespans in insects such as fruit flies (Lin et al., 1998; 

Orr and Sohal, 1992). Moreover, because worker honey bee susceptibility to oxidative 

stress may be explained by differences in vitellogenin expression (Seehuus et al., 

2006b), we investigated the effects of hyperoxia on vitellogenin expression. With the 
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assistance of a co-author, we reduced vitellogenin expression via RNAi in worker honey 

bees, and compared survivorship between knockdowns and controls. We used two 

genetic honey bee stocks that exhibit consistent differences in gustatory responsiveness, 

associative learning performance, and lifespan (Amdam et al., 2004; Page et al., 1998; 

Pankiw et al., 2001; Scheiner et al., 2001a; Scheiner et al., 2001b) to examine whether a 

genetic component exists for metabolic stress resistance.  

In this article, our data reveal that oxidative stress negatively impacts survivorship and 

learning ability without compromising gustation. This differential susceptibility of 

peripheral and central brain functions in response to hyperoxia is consistent with the 

effects of aging in free-flying honey bees. In addition, our data indicate that differences 

in survival can be partially explained by vitellogenin.  

2.4 Paper IV  

Paper IV is a published research article in which I examined the effect of resveratrol on 

lifespan, learning performance, and gustatory responsiveness in hyperoxia- and 

normoxia-reared individuals. Resveratrol is thought to act as an antioxidant and confer 

protection against nervous system impairment and oxidative stress (Chanvitayapongs et 

al., 1997; Chen et al., 2013; de la Lastra and Villegas, 2007; Hung et al., 2002; Jang and 

Surh, 2003; Mahal and Mukherjee, 2006). In addition, various reports indicate that 

resveratrol elicits neuroprotective effects and prevents the decline of locomotory 

function (Bastianetto et al., 2000; Han et al., 2004; Jang and Surh, 2003; Marambaud et 

al., 2005; Valenzano et al., 2006). In Paper III, we observed high mortality rates and 

deficits in learning performance due to oxidative stress. Therefore, I sought to 

investigate whether these features of age-related decline in the honey bee could be 

attenuated by resveratrol. We discovered that resveratrol treatment lengthened lifespan 

(average, maximum, and median) in wild-type honey bees under normoxic conditions. 

In contrast to the purported antioxidant effects of resveratrol, hyperoxia abolished the 

resveratrol life-extension response. Lastly, we observed that resveratrol alters sugar 

sensitivity and food consumption. For example, honey bees supplemented with 

resveratrol were less responsive to sugar and ingested fewer quantities of food under ad 

libitum feeding conditions in comparison to controls, which exhibited just the opposite.  
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3. Methods 

3.1 Methods Overview 

In the present work, I used hyperoxia to examine the robustness of central and 

peripheral brain functions (Paper II), the connections between learning performance and 

metabolic stress (Paper III), and the antioxidant capacity of resveratrol (Paper IV). In 

Papers II and III, we used high and low genotypes to test the robustness of stress 

resistance. High and low genotypes represent the two behavioral and physiological 

extremes of wild-type honey bee populations (Hellmich et al., 1985; Page and Fondrk, 

1995). Thus, we reasoned that if patterns that are comparable to those seen in more 

natural settings persisted in response to laboratory tests, then these genotypes would 

allow us to generalize about the trait associations of aging in wild-type honey bees. In 

Papers II-V, I used a gustatory responsiveness assay to examine the sensory response to 

hyperoxic stress. In addition, I used olfactory conditioning to study the learning 

capability of honey bees exposed to either hyperoxia and/or resveratrol (Papers II and 

III). I applied the survivorship method throughout with the goal of assessing the impact 

of treatment on lifespan (Papers II-V). Lastly, we used RNAi to downregulate 

vitellogenin to investigate whether it could neutralize the effects of hyperoxia. 

3.2 Genotypes 

In nature, a forager bee collects both pollen and nectar, but it may bias its collection of 

food towards one or the other (Amdam et al., 2009). In a previous breeding program, 

honey bees from wild-type populations were selected based on the amount of pollen 

stored in their colonies (referred to as high and low genotype) (Page and Fondrk, 1995). 

Individual worker bees of high and low genotypes vary dramatically in physiology, 

behavior, and lifespan. For example, high genotype bees possess higher levels of 

vitellogenin (Vg) and juvenile hormone (JH). Vg and JH are important hormonal 

regulators that influence honey bee development and are thought to suppress one 

another (Amdam and Page, 2005). Vg can affect immunity, oxidative stress resistance, 

and longevity (Seehuus et al., 2006a; Seehuus et al., 2006b), and JH is sensitive to 

environmental conditions e.g., social environment, nutrition (Hartfelder and Engels, 

1998). Moreover, in comparison to low genotype bees, highs tend to return to the colony 

with water (Page et al., 1998) and sucrose of lower concentration (Page et al., 1998; 

Pankiw and Page, 2001). 
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3.3 Hyperoxia as a Tool in Aging Research 

Hyperoxia is an essential tool for the manipulation of oxidative stress in vivo. Increased 

oxygen tension is known to augment the rate of ROS, which can lead to aging. 

Therefore, hyperoxia can be used as a metabolic stressor in insect model systems to 

prematurely induce age-related pathologies (von Zglinicki and Sitte, 2003). In 

Drosophila, hyperoxia reliably produces gradual changes in lifespan and protein 

oxidative stress (Rascón and Harrison, 2010; Sohal et al., 1993; Sohal and Dubey, 

1994), neural system deterioration (Miquel et al., 1975), and mitochondrial 

deformations (Walker and Benzer, 2004). Moreover, 38% of the genes implicated in 

normal aging are altered in the same direction during hyperoxia (Landis et al., 2004).  

Previously, I reared Drosophila melanogaster in hyperoxia and examined its effects on 

lifespan and protein oxidative stress (Rascón and Harrison, 2011). In the present 

dissertation, I applied the concept of hyperoxia rearing to the honey bee with the 

intention of replicating aging-related changes normally observed in more natural 

settings for this species (Behrends et al., 2007). This method required rearing honey 

bees in the laboratory under hyperoxia for long periods, which is a new empirical 

approach to handling an organism commonly studied outdoors.  

In Papers II, III, and IV, I reared adult honey bees in an incubator (Heracell, Thermo 

Scientific, MA, USA) that maintained the following controlled conditions: 75-80% or 

21% O2, 34 °C, 63±2% relative humidity. Relative humidity was monitored by Hobo 

data loggers (Onset Computer Corporation, MA, USA). Honey bees were individually 

housed in 1.5 mL Eppendorf tubes (Figure 1), each outfitted with a feeding port, 

breathing hole, and an opening for waste and defecation, as previously described 

(Amdam et al., 2010). Honey bees were fed 25 µL of a standard diet consisting of 1.5 g 

of ground pollen per 30 mL of 30% sucrose solution. Bees were allowed to feed ad 

libitum through an easily accessible food-containing pipette tip.  Feeding was verified to 

prevent starvation and/or caloric restriction, and thereby minimize survivorship effects 

not associated with oxygen treatment. 
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Figure 1. An adult honey bee housed in a plastic tube that served as a rearing chamber 

for hyperoxia experiments. 

 

3.4 Gustatory Responsiveness 

I used the proboscis extension reflex (PER) to measure the gustatory responsiveness of 

honey bees. PER is a natural component of honey bee feeding behavior in response to 

stimulation of the antennae. The criterion for PER was complete extension of the 

proboscis upon stimulation of the antennae with water and six sucrose solutions in the 

following order: 0.1, 0.3, 1, 3, 10, 30%. If the honey bee exhibited full extension of the 

proboscis, I recorded a number one in my notes. In contrast, if the honey bee did not 

fully extend its proboscis, I recorded a zero. To prevent sensitization and habituation, I 

adhered to an inter-stimulus interval of two minutes. After I presented the seven stimuli 

(water and six sucrose solutions) to each honey bee, I calculated an overall index of 

performance—gustatory response score (GRS)—by using the sum of all seven PER 

responses. A honey bee with a total score of seven showed the highest level of sensory 

responsiveness, while a score of zero indicated no responsiveness. Bees that failed to 

respond to the 30% sucrose stimulus were not included in the olfactory conditioning 

trials because this sucrose concentration was used as an unconditioned stimulus (US) in 

the olfactory conditioning experiments.   

3.5 Olfactory Conditioning 

Olfactory conditioning is a Pavlovian, classical conditioning procedure in which 

individually harnessed honey bees are trained to associate an odor with a sucrose 
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reward. In classical conditioning, the animal is presented with the two stimuli: 1) the 

unconditioned stimulus (US) and the 2) conditioned stimulus (CS). Pavlov described the 

US as an inborn reflex, whereas the CS is learned and acquired (Pavlov, 1927). In 

olfactory conditioning of honey bees, the sucrose reward represents the US, while the 

odor is the CS. Through the association or pairing of the US to the CS, the honey bee 

learns to anticipate a sugar reward by extending its proboscis when the CS is presented 

alone (Figure 2) (Bitterman et al., 1983; Takeda, 1961). 

To test for hyperoxia-induced performance deficits, I measured associative olfactory 

learning in honey bees that responded to at least 30% sucrose (GRS ≥1).  Prior to 

training, I tested honey bees for spontaneous PER to carnation odor and cineole. 

Thereafter, I only conditioned bees that did not exhibit a spontaneous response to either 

odor, as in previous studies (Amdam et al., 2010; Tolfsen et al., 2011). For odor 

preparation, I applied 2 µl of carnation oil to a piece of filter paper, which I then placed 

into a capped 20 ml syringe. I fixed honey bees onto plastic holders using thin strips of 

duct tape, which I placed just underneath each honey bee’s neck. I then placed honey 

bees into a Plexiglas vacuum enclosure that neutralized the airstream. Throughout each 

of the six conditioning trials, I delivered controlled puffs of odorant air (5 ml of 

carnation) to honey bee antennae for five seconds. During the last three seconds of odor 

presentation, I administered 1 µl of the US (30% sucrose in H2O) to form a paired 

stimulus-reward association. The inter-trial interval was 5 min to prevent sensitization 

and habituation effects. After each conditioning trial, I scored the bee’s response as a 

binary variable via PER (i.e., response or no response). Once all conditioning trials took 

place, I tested for odor generalization by presenting honey bees with cineole. This 

allowed us to test the discrimination ability of each bee as it should only respond to the 

CS (carnation). Lastly, I calculated a learning acquisition score based on the conditioned 

responses. The score, with a numerical value between zero and five, was based on five 

conditioning trials and an additional trial that tested reaction spontaneity.   
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Figure 2. In the left photograph, a honey bee is harnessed to a plastic holder for 

gustatory responsiveness and olfactory conditioning trials. In the right photo, a honey 

bee extends its proboscis (tongue) in response to a conditioned stimulus during olfactory 

conditioning.  

 

3.6 Survivorship measurements 

Survivorship censuses took place two or three times per day (four to five times in the 

resveratrol study) at similar times until the last bee was observed dead. During these 

observation periods, bees were either observed dead or alive, and remaining live bees 

were transferred to fresh tubes to prevent bacterial and/or fungal growth. Individuals 

that appeared to have died due to accident (e.g. killed during routine transfers) were not 

included in the data analysis. Individual life spans were calculated using the frequency 

of bees alive at each temporal observation. We chose three oxygen exposure times (17, 

40, 64 hr) based on pilot experiments. These oxygen exposure times formed the basis of 

our observations for the gustatory and learning performance assessments in Paper II. I 

reasoned that progressive performance deterioration would be detected the longer honey 

bees spent in hyperoxic treatment.  

3.7 Vitellogenin downregulation by RNA interference (RNAi) 

3.7.1 dsRNA preparation for vitellogenin gene downregulation 

We prepared double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) toward the vitellogenin gene as previously 

described (Amdam et al., 2006; Amdam et al., 2003). Briefly, we used cDNA clone 

AP4a5 as a template (GenBank accession #: AJ517411) and fused primers to a T7 

promoter sequence, which is underlined in the sequence below:  

Fw:5’-TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGCGAACGACTCGACCAACGACTT-3’  

Re:5’-TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGCGAAACGAAAGGAACGGTCAATTCC-3’ 
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We purified the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) product using the QIAquick PCR 

purification kit (Qiagen, Valencia, California, USA), and prepared the RNA with the 

Promega RiboMax T7 system (Promega, Madison, Wisconsin, USA). We extracted 

RNA using the TRIzol LS reagent (GIBCO-BRL, San Diego, California, USA). 

Subsequently, we diluted dsRNA products with nuclease-free H2O (Qiagen) (Amdam et 

al., 2003; Nelson et al., 2007; Seehuus et al., 2006b). As in a previous study, we used 

nuclease-free water as a control, (Ihle et al., 2010). 

3.7.2 Knockdown verification 

Previously, the efficacy of this particular vitellogenin RNAi method was confirmed in 

honeybees of diverse commercial origins, in high and low genotypes (Amdam et al., 

2007; Amdam et al., 2003; Marco Antonio et al., 2008; Nelson et al., 2007), and in 

Paper II of the present dissertation. To verify the vitellogenin knockdown, we isolated 

RNA from the honey bee abdominal fat body (site of vitellogenin synthesis) using 

TRIzol phenol-chloroform extraction combined with the RNeasy kit (Qiagen), as 

previously described (Ihle et al., 2010; Nelson et al., 2007). Thereafter, we used reverse 

transcriptase real-time PCR (Applied Biosciences, Foster City, CA, USA) to validate 

knockdown of vitellogenin mRNA levels. Relative gene expression levels were obtained 

against β-actin expression (Nelson et al., 2007). β-actin is an effective control gene 

when measuring gene expression in adult honey bee fat bodies (Lourenco et al., 2008; 

Scharlaken et al., 2008). Primers for vitellogenin: 5’-GTTGGAGAGCAACATGCAGA-

3’ and 5’-TCGATCCATTCCTTGATGGT-3’. Primers for actin: 5’-

TGCCAACACTGTCCTTTCTG-3’ and 5’-AGAATTGACCCACCAATCCA-3’ 

(Amdam et al., 2004). 
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4. Conclusion 

4.1 Is hyperoxia a suitable tool to investigate aging in the honey bee? 

The honey bee has a long-standing history as a behavioral model and has generally been 

studied outdoors in more natural settings. An early aim of this dissertation was to 

replicate patterns of honey bee aging, which were previously observed in the field, in 

the laboratory under hyperoxic conditions. These patterns included the decline of 

learning performance, increased mortality, and the preservation of gustation.  

My dissertation reveals that hyperoxia negatively impacts the survival and learning 

ability of the honey bee, without influencing gustatory responsiveness. This 

demonstrates that peripheral and central brain functions in the honey bee respond 

differently to hyperoxia. These findings match the changes observed in free-flight 

studies for this animal (Behrends et al., 2007) and thus underline the potential of 

hyperoxia treatment as a proxy for aging. It is possible that the differential response of 

peripheral and central brain functions to hyperoxia may reflect distinct spatial and 

tissue-specific thresholds for aging. If so, then it is corollary that these distinct 

thresholds could ultimately influence behavioral indicators of neurophysiological 

function, such as associative learning performance and gustatory responsiveness. Paper 

II shows that the survival differences in hyperoxia can be partially explained by 

vitellogenin—a finding that is comparable to previous reports on oxidative damage and 

longevity in the free-flying honey bee (Seehuus et al., 2006a; Seehuus et al., 2006b). 

Thus, hyperoxia is a suitable tool to mimic and/or accelerate signs of aging in the 

honeybee. This finding set the stage for additional manipulation experiments in the 

laboratory. 

4.2 Insights from resveratrol 

The pharmaceutical resveratrol, which has been linked to life extension in other species, 

was unable to rescue lifespan and functional deficits in hyperoxic environments. This 

suggests that resveratrol may not be a potent antioxidant or that the oxygen tension used 

in these studies represents a limit for the antioxidant capacity of resveratrol. However, 

my observation that resveratrol prolongs honey bee lifespan under normal oxygen 

conditions, strengthens the supposition that the resveratrol-dependent lifespan extension 

response may be conserved across species. Furthermore, the experiments that combine 

gustatory responsiveness with food consumption measurements illustrate that resveratrol 

influences gustation and leads to a satiety effect in honey bees. This finding indicates 
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that resveratrol may be driven by a mechanism related to caloric restriction. In 

conclusion, the results documented here illustrate and emphasize that hyperoxia and the 

honeybee can be useful tools in the quest for a better understanding the phenomenon of 

aging.  
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Paper I 

 
Honey Bee Life-History Plasticity — Development, Behavior, and 
Aging 
 
Brenda Rascón, Navdeep S. Mutti, Christina Tolfsen, Gro V. Amdam 
 
 
Abstract 
 
Honey bee (Apis mellifera) colonies are considered homeostatic superorganisms, in 
which the collective behavior of thousands of individuals regulates colony growth, 
reproduction, core temperature, and food storage. Honey bee societies are sensitive to 
environmental variation, and can respond to such variation by generating individuals 
with different developmental, behavioral, and aging phenotypes from largely similar 
genomes. Based on controlled variation in larval feeding, female honey bees develop 
into distinct female reproductive castes: fertile queens and functionally sterile workers 
(helpers). Workers are characterized by variation in complex social behavior. Behavior 
follows a regulated developmental schedule, but the schedule is rather flexible and can 
even be reversed in response to changes in the colony environment. Variation in task 
performance translates into different aging rates, and thereby, aging becomes a 
function of behavioral control. 
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         CHAPTER 20 

Honey bee life history plasticity: 
Development, behavior, and aging  
  Brenda Rascón, Navdeep S. Mutti, Christina Tolfsen, 
and Gro V. Amdam   

      20.1  Introduction   

 Honey bees exhibit a complex pattern of social organi-

zation that is embodied in their division of labor, mak-

ing them some of the most ecologically successful 

insects. Recently,  Hölldobler and Wilson ( 2008  )  resur-

rected the early 20th century metaphor of the 

insect society as a “superorganism” with physiologi-

cal, reproductive, communication, and information-

processing properties not unlike that of the single 

individual. The metaphor works well at the phenom-

enological level of the colony, but it is not always 

applicable to the study of the development, behavior, 

and aging of individuals in a society. Individual social 

insects display different biases in the kinds of behavio-

ral tasks they perform, and these are often associated 

with changes in physiology that are correlated with 

age and adult morphological differences. A single 

“social genome” that is responsible for the ontogeny 

of development, and on which natural selection can 

act, does not exist. Instead, each individual is a prod-

uct of development derived from its own genome. A 

challenge for scientists will be to understand how the 

regulation of development, behavior, and aging is 

achieved in such an advanced social group.  

     20.2  Development   

 The honey bee,  A. mellifera , is characterized by com-

plete metamorphosis (holometabolism). This devel-

opmental process is demarcated by four distinct 

stages, egg, larva, pupa, and adult, and is controlled 

by the endocrine regulators juvenile hormone (JH) 

and ecdysone ( Winston  1987    ). Honey bees have a 

haploid–diploid sex determination system in which 

a fertilized egg develops into a female and an unfer-

tilized egg develops into a drone (male bee) 

( Winston  1987    ). The embryo grows for three days 

and hatches into a larva. Honey bee larvae develop 

rapidly and proceed through fi ve larval instars in 

about 5–6 days. At the end of the fi fth larval instar, 

feeding ceases and pupation begins. During the 

pupal stage, which lasts about 14 days, the larval 

structures are broken down and adult anatomical 

features are formed. Thereafter, the bee emerges 

and metamorphosis is complete. The duration of 

development is caste and sex-specifi c, and ranges 

from 16 days for a queen to 21 days for a worker 

and 24 days for a drone (male honey bee). 

     20.2.1  Female caste morphology: Physiology, 
function, and reproduction   

 Honey bee females can develop into two castes: 

reproductive queens or essentially sterile workers. 

The behavioral and functional distinctions between 

queens and workers are primarily shaped during 

larval life. This is achieved through differential 

nutrition received by larvae that are largely geneti-

cally identical. Caste fate is determined by adult 

nurse bees, which control the amount and type of 

food provisioned to the larvae ( Fig.  20-1    ). In honey 

bee society, queens are solely responsible for egg-

laying. The queen has a well-developed reproduc-

tive system with more than 150 ovarioles (ovary 

fi laments that produce eggs) per ovary and can lay 
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up to 2000 eggs per day following a single or a few 

mating fl ights, which usually take place during the 

fi rst weeks of her life ( Winston  1987    ). In contrast, 

workers have reduced reproductive systems (only 

2–20 ovarioles per ovary) and are functionally ster-

ile. Instead of participating in direct reproduction, 

worker honey bees carry out necessary colony 

maintenance such as brood rearing and foraging for 

food resources, and take part in the reproductive 

swarm activities that are essential for colony-level 

reproduction. While worker honey bees have the 

potential to lay viable eggs, they will generally not 

do so under normal circumstances, as worker ovary 

development and egg-laying behavior are sup-

pressed by pheromones secreted by the queen and 

brood ( Ratnieks  1993    ). In the absence of the queen 

and young larvae, however, worker honey bees can 

lay unfertilized eggs that develop into haploid male 

drones. However, a colony with only laying worker 

bees is not sustainable and generally collapses 

within two months ( Winston  1987    ).  

 As adults, queens, and workers are highly special-

ized in terms of morphology, physiology, and behav-

ior. For instance, workers possess slim abdomens, 

corbiculae (a structure for carrying pollen) on their 

hind legs, and a well-developed proboscis (long 

tongue) for feeding, cleaning, and food collection. In 

contrast, the corpulent, full-bodied queen bee is fed 

and groomed by workers, but does not possess cor-

biculae or a long proboscis, nor does she take part in 

colony nourishment, construction, or maintenance 

activities ( Winston  1987    ). Moreover, workers have 

hypopharyngeal head glands that synthesize nutri-

tious brood food (jelly). Workers and queens both pos-

sess stingers, but they use them for different behaviors. 

Worker honey bees will use their barbed (unretracta-

ble) stingers to attack intruders as part of their suicidal 

aggressive response during colony defense. On the 

contrary, the queen does not engage in colony defense 

and seldom uses her smooth and retractable stinger 

except in cases of supersedure (to attack, kill, and 

supersede a competitor) ( Winston  1987    ).  

     20.2.2  An integrative molecular model for 
caste development: Differential nutrition during 
larval development triggers caste 
differentiation   

 A major molecular player in this phenotypic switch is 

JH. JH is a major systemic lipophilic  hormone that is 
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    Figure 20-1  Female caste fate and longevity in the honey bee is determined by larval feeding. Molecular changes are depicted throughout larval 
development (fi ve instars) and into adulthood. (A) Larvae fed a nutrient-rich diet (queen jelly, dotted line) early in life develop into reproductively active queens. 
Queen-destined larvae up-regulate IIS/TOR genes (relative quantities (RQ)), leading to enhanced IIS/TOR signaling followed by decreased DNA methylation in 
the fourth and fi fth larval instar and a concomitant surge in JH titers. (B) Larvae fed a less nutrient-rich diet (worker jelly, dotted line) develop into workers and 
exhibit lowered IIS/TOR signaling (RQ) in the third and fourth larval instars relative to queen-destined larvae. These larvae show a higher degree of DNA 
methylation, and a less dramatic rise in JH titers in comparison to queen-destined larvae. The differences in IIS/TOR signaling cascade in the two female castes 
ensure more rapid growth in queen-destined larvae than in worker-destined larvae, which may underlie the differences in stress resistance and longevity in the 
adult stage. Interestingly, despite increased IIS/TOR signaling during development and high rates of reproduction, the queen can live markedly longer than her 
sibling worker bees.     
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sensitive to ambient and social environment, nutri-

tion, and physiology, and is an important transcrip-

tional regulator in insects ( Hartfelder and Engels 

 1998    ). The level of circulating JH is dynamic in both 

queen and worker-destined larvae throughout 

development. In fourth to fi fth instar female larvae, 

JH levels in both whole-body extracts and in hemo-

lymph are higher in queen-destined individuals 

than in worker-destined larvae of the same age 

( Rachinsky  et al.   1990    ). Also, the application of syn-

thetic JH causes worker-destined larvae to develop 

queen-like traits ( Rembold  et al.   1974  , Barchuk  et al.  
 2007    ). However, JH is only one of many factors that 

play a role during caste development. 

 Vertebrate studies show that environmental fac-

tors like food availability (affecting nutrient uptake) 

can infl uence gene expression by acting on transcrip-

tion factors and the epigenome ( Jaenisch and Bird 

 2003  , Burdge  et al.   2007    ). Because early-life social 

environment and nutrition are critical for the reliable 

segregation of honey bee castes, it has been postu-

lated that caste differentiation may involve changes 

in the epigenome ( Kucharski  et al.   2008    ). In honey 

bees, a full complement of functional DNA cytosine-

5-methyltransferases, similar to that of vertebrates, 

has been identifi ed ( Wang  et al.   2006b  ). Interestingly, 

 Kucharski  et al.  ( 2008  )  showed that cytosine– 

phosphate–guanosine (CpG) methyla tion by DNA 

methyltransferase 3 can be lower in  queen-destined 

larvae than in developing worker-destined bees, 

supporting the hypothesis that DNA  methylation 

may play an important role in caste development. 

 Large-scale transcript studies have identifi ed 

hundreds of genes that are differentially expressed 

in queen- and worker-destined larvae ( Evans and 

Wheeler  1999  , Barchuk  et al.   2007    ). Queen-destined 

larvae show up-regulation of genes involved in 

metabolism and nutrient sensing ( Barchuk  et al.  
 2007    ), including key components of the insulin/

insulin-like signaling (IIS) and target of rapamycin 

(TOR) pathways ( Wheeler  et al.   2006    ). Recently, it 

was shown that decreasing the expression of TOR 

kinase ( Patel  et al.   2007    ) and insulin receptor sub-

strate (IRS, a member of IIS) via RNA interference 

(RNAi) in young larvae, causes queen-destined 

individuals to develop worker-like traits (Wolschin 

 et al . 2011). Moreover, Mutti and colleagues observed 

that suppression of IRS, TOR, and queen fate is 

accompanied by decreased JH titers and increased 

DNA methylation levels, consistent with the results 

that elevated JH and reduced DNA methylation are 

associated with normal queen development (Mutti 

 et al.  submitted). Taken together, this suggests that 

the honey bee caste-differentiation cascade may be 

organized with IIS and TOR as the upstream regula-

tors of both DNA methylation and endocrine effec-

tors like JH. These fi ndings can be summarized in 

our model, which illustrates how nutritional input 

signal variation in genetically identical sisters can 

be canalized to produce two distinct female pheno-

types ( Fig.  20-1    ) (see also  Chapter  25    ).   

     20.3  Behavioral maturation 
and specialization   

 In honey bees the division of labor is characterized 

by temporal polyethism, a maturational schedule in 

which worker bees move through an age-correlated 

series of tasks ( Winston  1987    ). Young bees initially 

perform within-colony activities, such as nursing of 

brood, cleaning, and taking care of the queen. At 

two to three weeks of age, worker bees transition to 

more risky outdoor foraging tasks, which they usu-

ally carry out for the remainder of their lives. During 

this behavioral change, the physiology of the young 

bee is remodeled for foraging. Some of the gross 

physiological changes that take place include an 

overall drop in body weight of 40%, reduced innate 

immunity, reduced stress resistance, and altered 

hormonal and molecular profi les ( Page  et al.   2006  , 

Amdam  et al.   2009b , Whitfi eld  et al.   2006    ). 

 JH and vitellogenin (Vg) have been proposed as 

major endocrine regulators of behavioral matura-

tion. Vg, an egg yolk-precursor and phosphol-

ipoglycoprotein, serves non-reproductive functions 

in worker honey bees, and elicits a positive infl u-

ence on immunity, oxidative stress resistance, and 

longevity (see  Seehuus  et al.   2006a , b  ). Vg, which is 

mainly produced by young nurse bees before forag-

ing initiation, is also an important transportable 

and transferable nutrient reserve for the colony as it 

serves as a source of protein for the brood and is 

distributed to other colony members by mouth (see 

 Amdam  et al.   2009b   and references therein). 

 Vg synthesis occurs in the abdominal fat body (the 

functional homolog of vertebrate liver and white fat) 
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and is released into the hemolymph. The production 

of Vg is initiated immediately prior to adult emer-

gence and is detectable in the hemolymph of bees 

older than three days ( Pinto  et al.   2000    ). From this age 

on, Vg steadily increases and reaches a maximum 

level during the nursing stage of behavioral develop-

ment. JH follows an inverse pattern: when Vg levels 

are high, JH titers are low. Prior to the foraging tran-

sition, Vg levels decline and JH increases. 

 At the molecular level, the temporal division of 

labor among worker bees appears to be orchestrated 

by a mutually antagonistic feedback loop between 

Vg and JH ( Amdam and Omholt  2003    ). In the dou-

ble repressor network proposed by  Amdam and 

Omholt  (2003)  , Vg suppresses JH to delay foraging 

in nurses ( Fig.  20-2    ). The mutually antagonistic 

 relationship between Vg and JH has been verifi ed 

by RNAi-mediated knockdown of Vg, which causes 

an elevation of JH titer ( Guidugli  et al.   2005    ) and 

accelerates the transition to foraging ( Nelson  et al.  
 2007    ). Furthermore, the treatment of young bees 

with JH analogues such as methoprene or pyriprox-

yfen induces precocious foraging and lowers Vg 

levels ( Pinto  et al.   2000  , Schulz  et al.   2002     and refer-

ences therein). These fi ndings support the hypoth-

esis of a feedback relationship in which high JH 

levels suppress Vg synthesis and/or accelerate its 

degradation ( Amdam and Omholt  2003    ).  

 A mechanistic description for the causation route 

between Vg, JH, and onset of foraging remains elu-

sive, but a putative Vg receptor has been localized to 

the head, fat body, and ovaries ( Guidugli-Lazzarini 

• High nectar intake
• Low Vg
• High JH titer
• Lean body
• Low stress resistance

Foraging behavior

• High pollen intake
• High Vg levels
• Low JH titer
• Corpulent body
• High stress resistance
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    Figure 20-2  Behavioral maturation in worker bees is regulated by a negative feedback loop between Vg and JH. In worker bees, haemolymph Vg titres rise 
at emergence and remain high throughout the nursing developmental period. The transition to foraging is accompanied by a drop in Vg and an increase in JH 
levels. In bees, Vg may act as a free-radical scavenger and as a rich source of amino acids, lipids, and carbohydrate. The Vg–JH axis consequently also modulates 
stress sensitivity and nutrient status in the adult worker. Thus, while the bee is performing nursing tasks, her Vg levels and oxidative stress resistance are 
elevated. After transitioning to foraging, her Vg levels drop and JH titers rise. At foraging onset, the worker bee becomes more susceptible to oxidative stress. 
In the negative feedback loop, high Vg levels may block JH synthesis and delay foraging onset. JH may reciprocally inhibit Vg synthesis and induce early foraging 
onset.     
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 et al.   2008    ). This fi nding suggests that Vg could infl u-

ence molecular networks in a variety of tissues, 

including those in which it is not expressed. Recently, 

Vg was also detected in brain tissue, and dynamic 

regulation has been localized to the central brain 

(Muench, Ihle and Amdam unpublished data). 

     20.3.1  Specialization of foraging behavior   

 A forager bee is capable of collecting both pollen 

and nectar in a single foraging trip, but she may 

bias her collection of food resources towards either 

nectar or pollen ( Winston  1987    ). An explanatory 

framework for the evolution of foraging specializa-

tion is provided by the Reproductive Ground Plan 

Hypothesis (RGPH) of Amdam and colleagues 

( Amdam  et al.   2004    ), which posits that gene net-

works that coordinated foraging behavior with 

reproductive physiology in ancestral solitary insects 

were co-opted to serve as a basis for behavioral spe-

cialization during the social evolution of the honey 

bee ( Fig.  20-3    ).  
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    Figure 20-3  The modulation of foraging specialization by the negative feedback loop between Vg–JH as explained though the Reproductive Ground Plan 
Hypothesis of  Amdam and colleagues  (2004)  . This hypothesis posits that the reproductive physiology and reproductive genes of solitary ancestors were co-opted 
with foraging behavior during the social evolution of the honey bee. Pollen—a source of proteins, lipids, and vitamins—is hoarded by reproductively active 
individuals and required by brood for proper development. (A) In solitary insects, the reproductive state is characterized by large ovaries and many ovarioles, high 
Vg and JH titres, and a predisposition for pollen hoarding. In the non-reproductive state, ovary sizes are reduced, Vg and JH levels are low, and the solitary insect 
primarily forages for nectar. (B) Analogous to the solitary ancestor, high pollen-hoarding (high strain) honey bees forage earlier, possess larger ovaries (more, 
non-activated ovarioles), high Vg titres, and preferentially forage for pollen. On the other hand, low pollen-hoarding (low strain) bees forage later, possess smaller 
ovaries with fewer ovarioles, lower levels of Vg, and bias their foraging collection towards nectar. In worker bees, slow behavioral maturation and late foraging 
onset is typically associated with a longer life. Vg affects IIS signaling, which in turn, signals back to Vg via JH.     
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 The RGPH predicts that maternal reproductive 

traits such as Vg titer and ovary size, which are 

not normally geared toward actual reproduction 

in workers, are components of a suite of traits that 

infl uence foraging behavior. Support for the 

RGPH is evident in high- and low-pollen-hoard-

ing honey bee strains that are bi-directionally 

selected for different foraging behavior toward 

pollen. Artifi cial selection resulted in bee colonies 

that collect and store low quantities (low sub-

lines) versus higher (high sub-lines) quantities of 

pollen. These strains  differ in several physiologi-

cal traits that are generally associated with repro-

duction in insects ( Page and Amdam  2007    ). 

Overall, the physiology of workers that collect 

pollen resembles the maternal or active reproduc-

tive stage of solitary insects (pollen hoarding is a 

specifi c maternal behavior in many solitary bees), 

including higher hemolymph levels of Vg, larger 

ovaries, and increased sensory sensitivity and 

motor activity ( Page  et al.   2006    ). The association 

between pollen hoarding and maternal behavior 

in solitary bees led to the proposition that honey 

bee foraging behavior is governed by the same 

ancestral molecular networks that have their roots 

in maternal care. 

 The link between reproductive traits and social 

behavior in workers has been corroborated by the 

mapping of major quantitative trait loci (QTL) for 

foraging behavior. The QTL architecture confi rms 

that foraging behavior is infl uenced by a pleiotropic 

gene network, and that these genome regions show 

an over-abundance of IIS genes, which are central to 

nutritional regulation, reproduction, and food-

related behavior in animals ( Amdam  et al.   2009a  ) 

(see  Section  12.2    ). Ovarian factors may infl uence IIS 

( Flatt  et al.   2008b  ), providing a potential explanation 

for the link between worker ovary size and behav-

ior. These relationships are currently under investi-

gation, but in the meantime the brain is generally 

regarded as the more autonomous pacemaker for 

behavior.  

     20.3.2  Central nervous system changes during 
behavioral maturation   

 Nurse bees mainly navigate in the darkness of 

the colony, where communication depends on 

odor- and mechanosensory perception ( Winston 

 1987    ). Foraging, on the other hand, requires the 

processing of visual and olfactory stimuli for the 

learning and memorization of food sources and 

landmarks. In accordance with this, the most nota-

ble CNS changes during honey bee behavioral mat-

uration occur within the olfactory glomeruli and 

the  mushroom body (MB), higher order centers for 

olfactory perception and learning, respectively. The 

MB exhibits morphological plasticity through an 

increase in volume and outgrowth of brain neuro-

piles ( Fahrbach  et al.   1998    ), which cannot be 

explained by neurogenesis ( Fahrbach  et al.   1995    ) 

nor can these changes be correlated with the JH 

upregulation that is characteristic of the forager 

transition ( Fahrbach  et al.   1998    ). 

 Forager honey bee brains that show MB neuropil 

growth have higher expression levels of the 

 transcription factor Krüppel homolog 1 ( Kr-h1 ) 
( Fussnecker and Grozinger  2008    ).  Kr-h1  expression 

is induced by cGMP, and recent work on  Kr-h1  in 

 Drosophila melanogaster  implicates this transcription 

factor in ecdysone-mediated developmental MB 

plasticity ( Hewes  2008    ). In honey bees, this relation-

ship has not yet been confi rmed, but it is possible 

that  Kr-h1  plays a role comparable to the one in 

 Drosophila . 

 During behavioral development, honey bees 

also show an up-regulation of two candidate 

genes for  foraging  behavior:  malvolio  (Ammvel) 

and  foraging  (Amfor) ( Ben-Shahar  et al.   2002  ,  2004    ). 

 Malvolio  encodes a putative manganese transport 

protein that is associated with increased sucrose 

responsiveness in honey bees;  foraging  is an 

ortholog of the  D. melanogaster   foraging  (for) gene 

that encodes a cGMP-dependent protein kinase 

(PKG) ( Ben-Shahar  et al.   2002    ). In bees, the manip-

ulation of PKG levels causes precocious foraging. 

Foragers with increased levels of  foraging  navigate 

towards light, which suggests that  foraging  infl u-

ences honey bee foraging behavior by stimulating 

phototaxis ( Ben-Shahar  et al.   2003    ). Since  Kr-h1  
expression correlates with PKG activation and the 

Krh-1 promoter contains a putative cGMP-re-

sponse element,  foraging /PKG is believed to be a 

master regulator of a gene network for  foraging  
behavior that includes  Kr-h1  ( Fussnecker and 

Grozinger  2008    ). 
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 Microarray studies suggest that there are addi-

tional independent molecular pathways that are 

correlated with honey bee behavioral maturation 

( Whitfi eld  et al.   2006    ). Past molecular studies con-

ducted on the honey bee brain show that the mRNA 

levels of many genes differ between nurse bees and 

foragers ( Whitfi eld  et al.   2003    ). Genes with alleged 

roles in signal transduction, glutamate biosynthe-

sis, and chemical homeostasis are increased in for-

agers, whereas genes with presumed roles in 

structural development are up-regulated in nurse 

bees. Several genes involved in translation are up-

regulated in foragers, while others of the same cat-

egory are up-regulated in nurse bees ( Whitfi eld 

 et al.   2006    ). 

 Additional independent molecular pathways 

have been correlated with honey bee behavioral 

maturation. Biogenic amines, several protein 

kinases, and second messengers are all part of an 

intricate network that modulates sensory sensitiv-

ity, motor function, and learning in response to 

behavioral task and foraging specialization ( Page 

 et al.   2006  , Amdam  et al.   2009a  ). Biogenic amines 

such as dopamine, serotonin, octopamine, and 

tyramine modulate aspects of gustatory, olfactory, 

and visual sensitivity in honey bees. Foragers show 

elevated levels of dopamine, octopamine, and sero-

tonin ( Schulz and Robinson  1999    ). Specifi cally, 

octopamine has been implicated in the nurse bee to 

foraging transition and recently a study showed 

that this biogenic amine can increase the likelihood 

of waggle dancing, a behavioral display that signals 

food resource quality ( Barron  et al.   2007    ). 

 Further work is needed to decipher the events 

that take place in the CNS during behavioral matu-

ration, but it is clear that multiple pathways may act 

in conjunction with one another to elicit behavioral 

changes in the honey bee.  

     20.3.3  Metabolic changes during behavioral 
maturation   

 The behavioral transition of the honey bee from 

within-colony labor to foraging duties is marked by 

metabolic changes that remodel the physiology of 

the bee to alter oxidative requirements during fl ight 

and foraging behavior. Honey bee foragers engage 

in extensive food hoarding that involves frequent 

and long fl ights, as well as other energy-demanding 

and complex behaviors such as navigation, recruit-

ment dances, and associative learning, which are 

used for communication and the memorization of 

foraging sources ( Winston  1987    ). As a result, the 

physiological demands of foraging depend on 

increased oxidative capacity and altered nutrient 

processing. 

 Flight induces a dramatic change in the basal 

metabolic rate of the honey bee. Overall, foragers 

have mass-specifi c oxygen consumption rates that 

are 50% higher than those of nurse bees ( Harrison 

 1986    ). During behavioral ontogeny, honey bee fl ight 

metabolic rate is 10-fold higher than the resting 

rate and is paralleled by a 10-fold increase in fl ight 

muscle cytochrome and a signifi cant rise in glyco-

lytic and antioxidant protein levels ( Harrison and 

Fewell  2002  , Roberts and Elekonich  2005  , Wolschin 

and Amdam  2007a  ). To fuel their fl ights, foragers 

utilize carbohydrates ( Winston  1987    ) and have 

 thoracic glycogen stores double that of nurse bees 

( Harrison  1986    ). Indicative of an elevated metabo-

lism, foragers typically exhibit higher overall 

 protein turnover levels than younger nurse bees 

( Crailsheim  1986    ). 

 Foragers also display changes in IIS, as evidenced 

by heightened levels of insulin-like peptide 1 (ilp1) 

in the head, and insulin receptor 1 and 2 (InR1 and 

InR2) in the abdomen ( Ament  et al.   2008    ). Evidence 

from Vg RNAi and protein injection experiments in 

honey bees suggests that Ilp1 and Ilp2 are part of 

two separate paracrine systems that control fat body 

metabolism and govern somatic resource allocation 

during behavioral maturation. The Ilp2–JH axis 

likely modulates fat body lipid/carbohydrate 

resources and Ilp1 regulates protein synthesis and 

storage (Nilsen  et al. , submitted). Recently, Wang 

and co-workers demonstrated the effects of reduced 

peripheral IIS on honey bee foraging behavior by 

down-regulating IRS in the abdominal fat body. 

They showed that IRS knockdowns biased their for-

aging efforts towards the collection of pollen (pro-

tein source) rather than nectar (carbohydrate source) 

(Wang  et al.  2010). 

 Collectively, these fi ndings indicate that there is 

an ontogenetic shift in total metabolism and nutri-

ent processing during behavioral maturation that 

can be mediated by IIS signaling.   
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     20.4  Worker aging   

 In the past, many senescence-driven studies have 

utilized the ubiquitous  D. melanogaster  and the 

roundworm,  Caenorhabditis elegans , due to their 

short, tractable lifespans and widely used genetic 

tools available for these species. Recently, the honey 

bee has emerged as a promising new model system 

for senescence research due to its remarkable aging 

plasticity and socio-behavioral repertoire ( Munch 

 et al.   2008    ). However, due to the high degree of com-

plexity associated with the elastic, ontogenetic spe-

cialization of tasks and the compartmentalization of 

alloparental functions within the honey bee colony, 

many of the well-known theories of aging are not 

always applicable to the life history of the honey 

bee. 

 Life history theory postulates that the pressure of 

natural selection on survival, which favors fi tness 

during the reproductive phase of life, decreases 

after reproductive capacity has been exhausted. 

However, because the worker bee is functionally 

sterile and behaviorally moves through a series of 

stage-dependent tasks (see Sections 20.2 and 20.3 ), 

established theories of aging may not adequately 

explain the honey bee pattern of senescence 

( Amdam and Page  2005    ). 

 Classic evolutionary theories of aging, such as 

Medawar’s mutation accumulation theory (  1952    ), 

Williams’ antagonistic pleiotropy theory (  1957    ), and 

 Kirkwood’s ( 1977    ) disposable soma theory, all 

attempt to explain why rising mortality rates accom-

pany old age. All theories rest on the concept of 

extrinsic mortality, such that when hazard (risk of 

dying) is high, then natural selection will not favor 

further investment of resources into the soma. In 

contrast, if extrinsic mortality is low, then selection 

favors somatic maintenance and would act more 

weakly to reduce mortality rates at older ages. 

Although these theories are generally regarded as 

the dominant explanatory paradigms for the evolu-

tion of aging, the sole focus on reproduction limits 

the application of these ideas to sterile worker 

honey bees, which act as alloparental caregivers 

that experience low mortality risk for part of their 

lives (during nursing) before moving to more haz-

ardous tasks outside the hive (foraging) ( Winston 

 1987    ). However, a postulate that integrates social 

resource transfers (e.g., brood care) with classical 

evolutionary thinking on aging ( Lee  2003    ) would 

center on parental investment and resource trans-

fers between individuals of a multitude of ages. 

This approach could prove fruitful in describing the 

aging characteristics of honey bee workers, which, 

depending on age and environment, engage in dif-

ferent forms of social resource transfers throughout 

their lives. However, empirical evaluation of this 

theory will require measurement of a myriad of 

behaviors, such as guarding, food exchange, fan-

ning, warming, and foraging ( Amdam and Page 

 2005    ). 

     20.4.1  Plasticity of aging   

 Honey bee senescence appears to differ in certain 

aspects from the aging patterns of the solitary model 

organisms traditionally used in aging research, 

which are characterized by progressive and irre-

versible aging. In contrast, honey bee aging is 

largely related to social task performance, rather 

than to chronological age ( Fig.  20-4    ). Bees do not 

exhibit the characteristics commonly associated 

with aging during the fi rst 30 days of the nursing 

period, while aging accelerates after transition to 

foraging. Thus, the shift from nursing to foraging is 

the most crucial determinant of the overall lifespan 

expectancy for a honey bee ( Rueppell  et al.   2008  , 

Amdam  et al.   2009b  ).  

 The number of days honey bees spend within the 

colony performing nest tasks can vary depending 

on the season, and strongly infl uences lifespan. 

Nurse bees can survive for more than 130 days, 

while diutinus or “winter” bees, which develop in 

the absence of brood and nursing activity, can sur-

vive for more than 280 days (negligible senescence) 

before they segregate into nurse bees (slow aging) 

and foragers (rapid aging) ( Seehuus  et al.   2006a  ). 

Thus, senescence in honey bees can be remarkably 

plastic. This plasticity is tested by social environ-

mental manipulations, where removal of nurse 

bees can cause forager bees to behaviorally and 

physiologically revert to nursing tasks (see  Section 

 20.3     and  Fig.  20-4     for details). This role-reversal 

alters many important biomarkers of senescence. 

Reverted nurse bees (former foragers) undergo a 

reversal of immunosenescence and exhibit some of 
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the biological hallmarks of the younger nurse bees 

they replace, for example elevation of Vg, and a 

suppression of JH ( Amdam  et al.   2005    ). However, 

reverted worker bees are not identical to normal 

nurse bees, but rather exhibit a mixed physiology 

that includes characteristics of the former forager 

state.  Wolschin and Amdam  (2007b)   found that 

reverted worker bees have proteomic profi les that 

resemble both nurse bees and foragers. Moreover, 

there appear to be limits to aging reversal. Some 

aged foragers that have surpassed a “point of no 

return” appear unable to behaviorally revert and 

continue to progressively age. 

 In summary, although counterintuitive to our 

conventionally accepted axiom of aging, the revela-

tion that chronological age can be decoupled from 

social task is intriguing, particularly for those inter-

ested in the reversal of the aging process.  

     20.4.2  Oxidative stress   

 One of the mechanisms that may underlie senes-

cence in honey bees is oxidative stress. The free 

radical theory of aging proposes that molecular 

oxygen can serve as a source of reactive oxygen spe-

cies (ROS), which can induce cumulative macromo-

lecular damage and ultimately cause aging ( Harman 

 1956    ). ROS are involved in normal cell respiration 

as by-products of aerobic mitochondrial metabo-

lism, but they can also infl ict damage on proteins, 

lipids, and DNA if not successfully scavenged by 

cellular antioxidants. The modulation of oxygen 

Partial
rejuvenationNurse bee

1–18 days

0 days

Forger age

18–38 days

Chronological age

1–15 days >15 days

+

–

+

–

Young forager Old forager

Senescence
Oxidative damage
Cognitive decline

Somatic maintenance
Stress resistance
Innate immunity

    Figure 20-4  Honey bee worker senescence is a function of the behavioral task they perform within the colony. Senescence in workers is a plastic process 
that may be manipulated by changes in colony demography and/or environmental conditions. Nurse bees have high levels of Vg and are more resistant to 
oxidative and environmental stressors. During foraging onset, the somatic maintenance of the bee drops, and the worker bee experiences a dramatic decline 
in immune function. Young foragers are capable of a partial rejuvenation if they switch back to nursing tasks. As the forager bee becomes older, the cell repair 
and maintenance machinery becomes overwhelmed and the bee gradually accumulates protein oxidative damage in the brain. After approximately two active 
weeks of foraging, she experiences cognitive decline. While both nurses and young foragers perform well in associative learning, forager bees aged more than 
15 days typically perform poorly. In the bee, as in many species, the accumulation of oxidatively modifi ed proteins and a reduction in cognitive performance 
are unequivocal signs of senescence.     
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tension in invertebrates has become an essential 

tool for manipulating oxidative stress  in vivo . 

Increased oxygen levels are known to augment the 

rate of ROS production, reduce the lifespan of  C. 
elegans  and  D. melanogaster , and induce physiologi-

cal changes that are of relevance to senescence ( von 

Zglinicki and Sitte  2003    ). 

 Aside from its previously described functions 

during behavioral maturation (see  Section  20.3    ), Vg 

can also act as an antioxidant ( Seehuus  et al.   2006b  ). 

Using RNAi-mediated knockdown of Vg,  Seehuus 

 et al.  ( 2006b)   showed that Vg protects worker honey 

bees from oxidative stress. Moreover, a subsequent 

RNAi-mediated Vg knockdown study confi rmed 

that Vg can extend life ( Nelson  et al.   2007    ). 

Collectively, these studies further reinforce the 

observation that foragers display a greater vulner-

ability to senescence and also highlight that Vg may 

have acquired new functions in the honey bee. 

 Honey bee foragers must expand oxidative capac-

ity to accommodate the energetic demands of fl ight 

(see  Section  20.3    ). The elevated oxygen consump-

tion rates associated with fl ight presumably also 

augment ROS production and accelerate senes-

cence. A honey bee study focused on examining 

metabolically active tissues—fl ight muscle and 

brain—found that fl ight behavior induces an up-

regulation of antioxidants in young forager fl ight 

muscles in comparison to older foragers ( Williams 

 et al.   2008    ). In the same study it was reported that as 

foragers grew older, their antioxidant capacity 

diminished within the span of a day. The authors 

speculated that the reduction of antioxidant 

defenses in the bees likely led to an acceleration of 

senescence via an excessive production of ROS. 

Interestingly, the observed changes in antioxidant 

defense were only evident in the thorax and not in 

the heads, which suggests that senescence-related 

damage may be tissue-specifi c. However, it should 

be noted that  Corona  et al.  ( 2005  )  did not observe a 

clear correlation between age and antioxidant 

mRNA in the multiple profi led tissues (abdominal, 

neural, and thoracic) of worker honey bees. This 

could be attributed, at least in part, to the fact that 

the authors did not control for behavioral task, but 

rather used chronological age as their main metric 

of senescence despite evidence that illustrates the 

importance of social role in honey bee aging 

( Behrends  et al.   2007    ). Also, measurements of anti-

oxidant activity or protein levels are often better 

indicators of cellular active state than transcripts. 

This may have also contributed to the lack of a cor-

relation between antioxidant status and age. 

 The evidence for protein carbonylation, a marker 

of oxidative stress commonly used in aging experi-

ments, is inconsistent and appears complex in 

honey bees. Although  Seehuus  et al.  ( 2006b  ) showed 

that Vg in the brain of old workers is carbonylated 

in response to paraquat injections, a proxy for ele-

vated ROS ( Seehuus  et al.   2006b  ),  Williams  et al.  
( 2008  )  did not detect protein carbonylation differ-

ences in the thoraces or heads of honey bees of var-

ying ages or activity levels. An explanation for this 

apparent discrepancy is that different stressors 

intended to mimic aging may preferentially target 

specifi c proteins, as shown in  D. melanogaster  ( Das 

 et al.   2001    ), or other macromolecules such as lipids. 

Also, oxidative damage may target proteins that are 

small and escape detection via common experimen-

tal methods. Collectively, the results of  Seehuus 

 et al.  ( 2006b)   and  Williams  et al.  ( 2008  )  warrant fur-

ther refi nement of the current methods for detecting 

oxidative stress in honey bees. 

 Alternative strategies involving other molecular 

targets like lipids, DNA, and mitochondria should 

also be explored ( Barja  2002  , Kaneko  2003  , Haddad 

 et al.   2007    ). The measurement of proteasomal activ-

ity may also hold promise for oxidative stress detec-

tion in honey bees, particularly since it has been 

shown to change with age in  D. melanogaster  

( Vernace  et al.   2007    ).  

     20.4.3  Metabolic patterns of senescence   

 Global transcript profi ling studies have shown that 

the mRNA levels of antimicrobial proteins and heat 

shock proteins, the latter of which are often involved 

in protein folding, are up-regulated during aging 

(reviewed by  Munch  et al.   2008    ). Interestingly, the 

accumulation of unfolded or misfolded proteins 

(proteotoxicity), and the subsequent lack of clear-

ance by the proteasome, is thought to play a role in 

senescence and age-related neurodegeneration 

( Gray  et al.   2003    ). Thus, the up-regulation of heat 

shock proteins could be a mechanism to counteract 

these processes. In contrast, mRNA for  reproductive 
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proteins (e.g., yolk and fatty acid binding proteins) 

and ATP synthesis proteins are down-regulated 

with increasing age, which points to the often 

observed decrease of motility and fecundity that 

accompanies old age. 

 Tissue-specifi c profi ling of  D. melanogaster  has 

revealed that distinct tissues of the fl y have differ-

ent propensities for aging ( Zhan  et al.   2007    ). In this 

study, the transcript reveals changes in important 

functional categories like energy metabolism, pro-

tein degradation, stress resistance, immunity, and 

neurotransmitter release. In honey bees, a recent 

transcriptional study of the abdominal, neural, and 

thoracic tissue of queens by  Corona  et al.  ( 2005  )  

revealed changes in antioxidant proteins with age. 

The researchers found decreased levels of mRNAs 

with presumed roles in longevity during aging. In 

contrast, worker honey bees, which generally live 

much shorter lives than queens, exhibited no clear 

pattern of decline in antioxidant protein mRNA. It 

is possible that the chronological ages that were 

chosen for the queen versus worker comparison in 

this study (one-month worker versus one-year 

queen) are not indicative of true physiological age 

as senescence is not a simple function of chronologi-

cal age in honey bees ( Seehuus  et al.   2006a  ). 

Moreover, reports on queen longevity generally 

place “old” queens in the range of three to four 

years ( Winston  1987    ).  Corona  et al.  ( 2005  )  also 

reported no marked mRNA expression differences 

between queens and workers, despite vast lifespan 

dissimilarities. Overall, the results illustrate that 

antioxidant enzymes measured at the transcript 

level are not necessarily correlated with organismal 

longevity responses. 

 Proteomic and metabolomic data are regarded as 

more representative of current cellular conditions 

than transcript information, but few proteomic 

studies of aging focus on invertebrates. Those stud-

ies that do use invertebrates center on  D. mela-
nogaster  and  A. mellifera  ( Sowell  et al.   2007  , Wolschin 

and Amdam  2007a , b , Wolschin  et al.   2009    ). Whole-

body studies utilizing both proteomic and tran-

script methods have shown an up-regulation of 

proteins and peptides with antimicrobial properties 

with increased age (reviewed by  Munch  et al.   2008    ). 

Moreover, during aging, a down-regulation of 

prophenoloxidase, an enzyme implicated in 

immune defense, was also detected in fruit fl y 

brains ( Sowell  et al.   2007    ). Sowell and colleagues 

found that, as indicated above, the affected proteins 

in the aged  Drosophila  brain not only segregate to 

categories of immunity, but have functions in the 

reproductive, developmental, metabolic, and cellu-

lar defense networks of the cell. 

 In honey bees, the behavioral maturational shift, 

a determinant of overall lifespan, is accompanied 

by changes in the abundance of proteins with roles 

in glycolysis, ATP synthesis, and free-radical 

defense ( Schippers  et al.   2006  , Wolschin and Amdam 

 2007a  ) (see  Section  20.3    ). Because honey bee senes-

cence is tied to social task rather than chronological 

age,  Wolschin and Amdam ( 2007b )  used nest bees 

and foragers, before and after behavioral reversion, 

to profi le their respective proteomes (see  Section 

 20.4.1    ). The use of such a social–environmental 

technique enabled the researchers to study the pro-

teome of bees of differing ages that performed iden-

tical tasks. This study showed signifi cant alterations 

in the proteome due to age and behavioral task. 

Moreover, the study illustrated that worker bees of 

distinct life histories (nest bees versus foragers) and 

task-matched worker bees (nest bees and foragers) 

of differing ages show distinct protein expression 

profi les ( Wolschin and Amdam  2007b  ). The pro-

teomic profi le of reverted nest bees resembled that 

of nest bees prior to the behavioral reversion, sup-

porting the idea that behavioral tasks have a par-

ticular proteomic signature. Two proteins with 

putative roles in lipid and cholesterol metabolism, 

two α-glucosidases, and a malate dehydrogenase-

like protein were associated with behavioral tasks, 

while others, including an odorant-binding protein, 

showed a clear age-dependent abundance. 

 Transcriptome and proteome studies can impart 

correlative information about the trajectory of aging 

and can provide valuable insight into the search for 

viable candidates for further research. Such large-

scale profi ling has spawned intervention into the 

aging process and has started to offer insight into 

the prolongation of cognitive span.  

     20.4.4  Cognitive senescence   

 Aging intervention studies have shown that lifespan 

extension is possible in vertebrates and invertebrate 
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models, but the quality of life (health span) ques-

tion still remains unanswered. How do we achieve 

enhanced longevity that is not coupled to dimin-

ished mental capacity? This is inarguably one of the 

main questions of our time. The honey bee system 

boasts a rich marriage of naturally occurring quan-

tifi able behaviors and a history as a neuroscience 

model. Added to this, its aging plasticity makes it a 

particularly compelling organism for the study of 

cognitive senescence. 

 In honey bees, some cognitive functions, but not 

all, decline in foragers with extended foraging expe-

rience ( Behrends  et al.   2007  , Rueppell  et al.   2007    ). 

More specifi cally, a study of nurses and foragers of 

identical chronological ages revealed that bees that 

foraged for more than 15 days, in comparison to 

those that foraged for 6–13 days, performed more 

poorly in olfactory learning trials. However, the 

ability to more accurately discern between two 

odors is enhanced in foragers of long foraging dura-

tion relative to younger foragers ( Behrends  et al.  
 2007    ), indicative of greater learning acuity. These 

fi ndings highlight the importance of considering 

life history and workload when studying the 

impacts of aging on cognitive performance. 

 To explore whether differences in foraging dura-

tion are actually linked to biochemical and structural 

changes in the honey bee brain,  Wolschin  et al.  ( 2009  )  

used proteomics and immunocytochemistry to 

examine the central brain and MB calyces of bees 

with varying foraging experience. The calyx is usu-

ally regarded as the input region for the MB, the site 

of memory formation, whereas the central brain is 

thought to be the higher order integration center. 

The central brain of foragers with more than 15 days 

of foraging experience showed a down-regulation of 

kinases and synaptic/neuronal growth-related pro-

teins in comparison to workers with less foraging 

experience. The calyx appeared to stay intact regard-

less of foraging duration ( Wolschin  et al.   2009    ). These 

fi ndings point to a complex interaction between the 

central brain and the MB calyx, and suggest that 

regions other than the calyx are responsible for for-

aging-dependent decline. Senescence patterns that 

are characteristic of some but not all brain regions 

appear to be common in aging, since they have also 

been reported in chimpanzees ( Fraser  et al.   2005    ).  

     20.4.5  Impact of nutrition sensing pathways 
on lifespan   

 The conserved nutrient sensing IIS and TOR path-

ways that play a role in honey bee caste differentia-

tion (see  Section  20.2    ) have been connected to aging 

in  C. elegans ,  D. melanogaster , and  M. musculus . 

( Piper  et al.   2005  , Kaeberlein and Shamieh  2010    ). 

In model invertebrates such as  D. melanogaster  and 

 C. elegans , decreased IIS and TOR signaling lengthen 

lifespan ( Tatar  et al.   2001b , Piper  et al.   2005  , 

Kaeberlein and Shamieh  2010    ). In honey bees, the 

same pathways have also been associated with 

major adult life history transitions. The switch from 

nest tasks to foraging can be accompanied by 

increased IIS ( Ament  et al.   2008    ) and causes increased 

mortality independent of predation ( Neukirch 

 1982    ).  Ament  et al.  ( 2008  )  showed that foragers and 

nurses differ in ilp1, InR1, and InR2 levels, integral 

components of the IIS pathway (see  Section  20.3    ). 

This same study demonstrated that the onset of for-

aging could be delayed in worker bees fed rapamy-

cin, a TOR inhibitor. Thus, IIS and TOR signaling 

are likely involved in the behavioral transition, 

which plays a preeminent role in the determination 

of lifespan in worker honey bees. 

 The IIS/TOR pathways infl uence the course of 

life history in both queens and workers during 

development and may govern some of the adult 

longevity differences seen between the two castes, 

which also vary greatly in fecundity. In general, the 

relationship between the IIS/TOR cascades and 

lifespan in honey bees parallels fi ndings in  D. mela-
nogaster , except when fecundity is taken into 

account. 

 In a comparison between queens and workers, 

Corona  et al.  observed lower levels of InR  expression 

in long-lived queens (  2007    ), consistent with observa-

tions in  D. melanogaster  and  C. elegans  in which a 

downregulation of nutrient sensing genes or gene 

partners such as InR, IRS-1, TOR, FOXO (forkhead 

box, sub-group O), and others extend lifespan (see 

 Chapters  11  ,  13  , and  22    ). Low fecundity is known to 

confer longevity in classic models of aging ( Flatt and 

Kawecki  2007    ). However, the highly fecund honey 

bee queen can live about ten times longer than essen-

tially sterile short-lived workers, yet shows higher 
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levels of IIS expression as 3rd instar larvae ( Wheeler 

 et al.   2006  , de Azevedo and Hartfelder  2008    ). Thus, 

queens depend on increased IIS during develop-

ment to achieve an adult morphology geared toward 

reproduction, including large body size and ovaries, 

whereas adulthood lifespan  per se  may be extended 

via reduced IIS. This regulatory ontogeny has been 

mimicked in  C. elegans , which confi rms that IIS can 

be decoupled between life stages ( Dillin  et al.   2002  ). 

 The IIS and TOR signaling pathways are also 

thought to underlie the increased longevity 

response seen with caloric restriction, which is 

known to have a conserved effect on the reduc-

tion of aging rate ( Bishop and Guarente  2007a  ). 

Two protein deacetylases, Sir2 (Silent information 

regulator 2) and Rpd3 (a transcriptional regula-

tor), are thought to mediate the life-lengthening 

effect of caloric restriction and have spawned a 

variety of dietary mimetics and medical interven-

tion therapies ( Partridge  et al.   2005b  ). For instance, 

resveratrol, which activates a class of conserved 

proteins (sirtuins) that includes Sir2, extends the 

lifespan of  C. elegans  and  D. melanogaster , without 

sacrifi cing fecundity ( Wood  et al.   2004    ). It has 

been proposed that resveratrol’s mechanism of 

action mimics that of caloric restriction and that 

Sir2 underlies this response ( Wood  et al.   2004    ), 

but its specifi c modes of interaction remain to be 

discovered. 

 Caloric restriction research remains highly prom-

ising for understanding the mechanistic underpin-

nings of aging, but such research remains unexplored 

in honey bees. In the future, honey bees could 

potentially add to this area of research because of 

their dynamic social nature, food provisioning strat-

egies, and lifespan plasticity (see  Chapter  14    ).   

     20.5  Concluding remarks   

 A unifying theory of life history progression and 

aging does not presently exist, but our current 

understanding warrants a holistic approach. 

Historically, aging has been depicted as a deregu-

lated and unavoidable death sentence. This axiom 

gave rise to simple deterioration and prepro-

grammed theories that made the process of aging 

seem static and perhaps not investigation worthy to 

some scientists. Today, however, many studies of 

lifespan extension, genetic intervention, and caloric 

restriction have revealed that life history progres-

sion and aging are plastic, regulated processes that 

are governed by physiological and evolutionary 

trade-offs. These dynamics are broadly shared 

between taxa but some of the traits can have spe-

cies-specifi c features. In advanced social insects, 

many species-specifi c traits result from colony-level 

selection. This context provides challenges, but it 

also provides unique opportunities for progress 

towards the goal of understanding how life history 

plasticity evolves.  

     20.6  Summary   

      1.  Honey bees are social and possess a complex 

behavioral repertoire along with compensatory 

mechanisms that allow them to respond to environ-

mental variation.  

   2.  Female honey bees develop into two castes: long-

lived reproductive queens or shorter-lived func-

tionally sterile worker bees. Caste differentiation 

depends on nutritional variation, and is mediated 

by the action of large metabolic networks like IIS 

and TOR, hormonal titers (Vg and JH), and DNA 

methylation.  

   3.  In the adult worker bee, the Vg–JH axis regulates 

behavioral maturation, foraging specialization, and 

longevity in a manner that suggests that foraging 

behaviors derived from an ancient solitary ancestor 

were co-opted during the social evolution of the 

honey bee.  

   4.  Behavioral maturation in honey bee workers 

involves physiological, anatomical, and biochemi-

cal changes that prepare the bee for metabolically-

demanding processes like fl ight and foraging. These 

behaviors require the expansion of oxidative capac-

ity, and the formation and maintenance of complex 

spatial memories.  

   5.  The honey bee is a new and promising model 

system for aging research because of its aging plas-

ticity and socio-behavioral repertoire. Worker bees 

show classic features of aging, but these are par-

tially reversible since senescence is tied to social 

task rather than chronological age.      
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During senescence, sensory and memory decline are present in a variety of organisms 
ranging from mammals to insects. Several aging studies focused on interventional 
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fewer surveys have probed the robustness of brain functions during the progression of 
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investigate how a metabolically challenging environment (hyperoxia)—which elicits 
pathophysiological symptoms of aging—affects peripheral (sensory) and central 
(olfactory conditioning) brain functions. Our study reveals that laboratory-induced 
hyperoxic stress reduced learning ability without impairing gustation. The negative 
effect of metabolic stress on learning ability was replicated in genetic strains with 
different survival in hyperoxia. We demonstrate that this differential survival can at least 
partly be explained by vitellogenin, a protein with antioxidant function in honey bees. 
The differential susceptibility of peripheral and central brain functions in response to 
hyperoxia is consistent with the effects of aging in free-flying honey bees. The 
agreement between these two results provides evidence for heterogeneity in how 
distinct brain functions senesce, and indicates that oxidative stress can cause central 
processing deficits in the honey bee.  
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Abstract 

During senescence, sensory and memory decline are present in a variety of organisms ranging from 

mammals to insects. Several aging studies focused on interventional strategies reveal that lifespan 

extension is possible in model invertebrates. However, fewer surveys have probed the robustness of 

brain functions during the progression of aging. Furthermore, the understanding of how aging and stress 

are related to brain deterioration could be more complete. In this study, we used the honey bee to 

investigate how a metabolically challenging environment (hyperoxia)—which elicits pathophysiological 

symptoms of aging—affects peripheral (sensory) and central (olfactory conditioning) brain functions. 

Our study reveals that laboratory-induced hyperoxic stress reduced learning ability without impairing 

gustation. The negative effect of metabolic stress on learning ability was replicated in genetic strains 

with different survival in hyperoxia. We demonstrate that this differential survival can at least partly be 

explained by vitellogenin, a protein with antioxidant function in honey bees. The differential 

susceptibility of peripheral and central brain functions in response to hyperoxia is consistent with the 

effects of aging in free-flying honey bees. The agreement between these two results provides evidence 

for heterogeneity in how distinct brain functions senesce, and indicates that oxidative stress can cause 

central processing deficits in the honey bee.  
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1. Introduction 

During senescence, sensory and memory decline are present in a variety of organisms ranging from 

mammals to insects (Brown and Strausfeld 2009; Flood and Morley 1998; Grotewiel and others 2005; 

Mery 2007; Tamura and others 2003). In honey bees, this decline in central processing ability is visible 

after over 15 days of flight. At this time, foraging bees show a reduction in associative learning ability 

and memory deficits (Behrends and others 2007; Munch and others 2010; Scheiner and Amdam 2009). 

In the brain, this functional decline is paralleled by oxidative damage to lipids and proteins, an 

accumulation of proteins, and a reduction of proteins related to synaptic and neuronal growth (Seehuus 

and others 2006a; Tolfsen and others 2011; Wolschin and others 2009). In general, aging honey bees 

share many of the same symptoms of aging found in other animals (Munch and Amdam 2010). 

However, in the honey bee, senescence, like other aspects of life history and behavior, exhibits 

remarkable plasticity which can be studied both in the wild and in laboratory settings (Amdam 2011; 

Munch and others 2008; Page and Peng 2001). Moreover, the honey bee provides an attractive 

experimental system for studying the physiological consequences of senescence due to its large size, its 

commercial availability, and its well-established use as neurobiological model.  

Oxidative stress has been widely implicated in aging and neurodegeneration. During aging, 

macromolecules like DNA and proteins can become irreparably damaged by reactive oxygen species. 

Reactive oxygen species are general byproducts of respiration, but when the body’s ability to properly 

quench excessive free radical production is compromised, this process can eventually lead to pervasive 

cellular damage that interferes with normal cellular metabolism and causes aging (Harman 1956). 

Oxidative stress should be a problem for honey bees during the switch to foraging due to the elevation 

of metabolic rate during flight. In flying insects, the production of reactive oxygen species can be 

elevated in metabolically active tissues like flight muscle and brain. After all, flying insects do achieve 

one of the highest mass-specific metabolic rates in the animal kingdom (reviewed by (Harrison and 

others 2006)). Foraging is also associated with higher levels of flight muscle cytochrome and 

antioxidants (Harrison and Fewell 2002; Roberts and Elekonich 2005; Schippers and others 2006; 

Wolschin and Amdam 2007), which presumably mitigate flight-associated oxidative damage. Some 

studies lend support to the idea that oxidative stress underlies senescence of the brain, but others do 

not, casting doubt on the role of oxidative stress in learning performance deficits that are associated 

with age in the honey bee (Farooqui 2008; Seehuus and others 2006a; Tolfsen and others 2011; Williams 

and others 2008). Collectively, these studies beg the question of whether oxidative stress affects brain 

functions in honey bee foragers.  
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The reproductive unit of the honey bee is the colony. The success of a colony depends on the 

ability of foraging honey bees to learn the spatial and temporal location of floral resources, e.g., nectar 

and pollen. Most honey bees become foragers toward the end of their lifespans. As free-flying foragers 

age, their gustatory response score (GRS) — an index of individual sensory acuity to sugar (a proxy for 

nectar)—remains largely intact (Behrends and others 2007; Scheiner and Amdam 2009). In contrast, 

associative olfactory learning and tactile learning performance become impaired throughout the aging 

process. Presumably, gustatory sensitivity and learning ability are both important neurobiological traits 

for colony fitness and foraging individuals in nature.  

In the laboratory, sucrose response predicts the behavioral performance of foraging honey bees 

in the field and can indicate the amount and composition of stored food resources (honey vs. pollen) in 

the colony (Page and others 2006). This seemingly similar reliance of a social group on two 

neurobiological traits raises the question of how gustatory response can be unaffected by senescence 

whereas learning ability declines during aging.  

We contrasted GRS and associative learning performance in honey bees kept in normal oxygen 

conditions (normoxia; control) and hyperoxia. Hyperoxia is frequently used in insect model systems as a 

metabolic stressor to prematurely induce pathologies that are often present in aged individuals. In 

Drosophila, hyperoxia reliably produces gradual changes in lifespan and protein oxidative stress (Rascón 

and Harrison 2010; Sohal and others 1993; Sohal and Dubey 1994), and induces features of premature 

senescence such as neural system deterioration (Miquel and others 1975), and mitochondrial 

deformations (Walker and Benzer 2004). Furthermore, 38% of the genes implicated in normal aging are 

altered in the same direction during hyperoxia (Landis and others 2004). The ability to withstand 

stress—specifically oxidative stress—has been implicated in contributing to longer lifespans in fruit flies 

(Lin and others 1998; Orr and Sohal 1992), making hyperoxia an attractive tool for manipulative in-lab 

experiments.  

To test the robustness of GRS and associative learning performance in the face of oxidative stress, and 

to examine whether a genetic component exists for metabolic stress resistance, we used two distinct 

genetic honey bee stocks that exhibit consistent differences in gustatory responsiveness, associative 

learning performance, and lifespan (Amdam and others 2004; Page and others 1998; Pankiw and others 

2001; Scheiner and others 2001a; Scheiner and others 2001b). These genotypes were selected from 

wild-type populations based on the level of pollen-hoarding (referred to as high pollen-hoarding and low 

pollen-hoarding, or high and low strain), and have been previously used in aging studies. As an extra 

level of validation, we contrasted wild type or pollen-hoarding honey bee strains of two different 
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behavioral sub-castes—nurses and foragers. In comparison to nurses, foragers are more susceptible to 

oxidative stress (Seehuus and others 2006b). This distinct susceptibility to oxidative stress was 

previously explained by sub-caste-specific expression patterns of vitellogenin, a yolk precursor protein 

expressed by the functionally sterile workers at high levels as nurses (Seehuus and others 2006a). We 

thus hypothesized that vitellogenin levels could influence susceptibility to hyperoxia in this study. To 

test this hypothesis, we reduced vitellogenin gene expression via RNAi in worker honey bees of both 

genotypes and compared survivorship between knockdowns and controls.  

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1 Honey bee stocks  

Honey bee colonies with single-drone inseminated queens of high and low pollen-hoarding genotypes 

(32nd generation) were used in all experiments. We used workers produced by at least three different 

queens from each strain. The queens represented several (at least three) independent sources (sub-

lines) from the selection program. Pollen-hoarding honey bee genotypes were bi-directionally selected 

for the amount of pollen stored in their colonies (Page and Fondrk 1995). Honey bee pollen-hoarding 

behavior is genetically linked to a major life-history syndrome that includes reproductive physiology and 

lifespan. This syndrome is equally present in wild-type honey bee populations (Page and others 2006).   

2.2 Hyperoxic stress exposure  

Adult worker bees (i.e., essentially sterile female helper bees that make up the majority of individuals in 

the colony) were kept in isolation to avoid confounding interactions between social influences and 

genotype. The bees were reared in a HERAcell O2/CO2 incubator (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, 

Massachusetts, USA) that maintained the following controlled conditions: an enriched oxygen 

atmosphere (75-80% O2), temperature at 34 °C, and relative humidity at 63±2%.  Relative humidity was 

monitored by Hobo data loggers (Onset Computer Corporation, Framingham, Massachusetts, USA).  

Bees were individually housed in 1.5 mL Eppendorf tubes, each outfitted with a feeding port, breathing 

hole, and an opening for waste and defecation, as previously described (Amdam and others 2010). 

Honey bees were fed 25 µL of a standard diet consisting of 1.5 g of ground pollen per 30 mL of 30% 

sucrose solution, and were allowed to feed ad libitum through an easily accessible food-containing 

pipette tip.  Feeding was verified to prevent starvation and/or caloric restriction, and thereby minimize 

survivorship effects not associated with oxygen treatment. 

2.3 Sensory and learning test preparation 

To collect newly emerged bees (0-24 h old), we placed brood combs in an incubator overnight at 34°C in 

a relative humidity of 65-70%. Upon emergence the following morning, we marked bees on the thorax 
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with Testors paint (Rockford, Illinois, USA) for identification and placed them into a host colony. 

Approximately 100 bees per genotype were placed into the incubator for hyperoxic treatment, while all 

others were introduced into a wild-type, host colony.  Honey bees were recaptured as 10-day-old nurses 

or 20-day-old foragers and placed into either normoxia (21% O2) or hyperoxia (75-80% O2), and 

maintained for 17, 40, or 64 hours. Both nurses and foragers were verified according to their behavior 

upon collection. Honey bees found dipping their heads into comb cells containing larvae were classified 

as nurses, while animals that displayed a consistent foraging pattern were considered foragers. Only 10-

day-old nurse bees were tested for sensory and learning ability. Both nurses and foragers were tested 

for survival (methods described below). 

Once bees were removed from oxidative stress conditions of 80% O2, they were restrained in 

small polyacryl holders using strips of duct tape.  To ease handling and placement of bees into individual 

tubes, they were cooled in 4 °C until immobile. As with all laboratory tests, test subjects were 

randomized so that experimenters were blind to treatment identity.  Thereafter, bees were fed 2 µl of 

30% sucrose solution and were placed in an incubator for a 2-hour starvation period.  The incubator 

maintained atmospheric oxygen at normoxic levels.   

2.4 Sensory and learning tests 

2.4.1 Gustatory response measurements 

To measure gustatory responsiveness, we utilized the proboscis extension response (PER).  The criterion 

for a positive PER was complete extension of the proboscis. 10-day-old high and low genotype bees 

exposed to oxidative stress treatment for 18, 40 and 64 hr were tested.  Bees were stimulated over the 

antennae with water and six subsequent sucrose solutions in the following order: 0.1, 0.3, 1, 3, 10, 30%.  

We adhered to an inter-stimulus interval of two minutes to prevent sensitization and habituation. An 

overall index of performance, or gustatory response score (GRS), was calculated for all tested bees by 

using the sum of all PER responses to seven different stimuli (water and six sucrose solutions).  A honey 

bee with a total score of 7 showed the highest level of sensory responsiveness, while a zero score 

indicated no responsiveness.  Bees that failed to respond to the 30% sucrose stimulus were not included 

in the olfactory conditioning trials as this sucrose concentration was used as a reward in appetitive 

(Pavlovian) associative learning.   

2.4.2 Olfactory conditioning  

To test for stress-induced performance deficits, we measured associative olfactory learning at 18, 40 

and 64 hr of hyperoxic exposure in 10-day-old bees that responded to at least 30% sucrose (GRS ≥1).  

Prior to training, bees were tested for spontaneous PER to carnation (conditioned stimulus, carnation 
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oil) and cineole. As in previous studies, we only conditioned bees that did not exhibit a spontaneous 

response to either odor (Amdam and others 2010; Tolfsen and others 2011). For odor preparation, we 

applied 2 µl of carnation oil to a piece of filter paper that we then placed into a capped 20 ml syringe.  

During olfactory conditioning, we placed restrained honey bees atop a plastic stand equipped with a 

vacuum system that constantly neutralized the airstream.  Throughout each of the six odor conditioning 

trials, we applied 5 ml of carnation odor to the antennae of the honey bee for five seconds; during the 

last three seconds of the odor presentation, we administered a 1 µl sucrose reward (30% sucrose in H2O) 

to form a paired stimulus-reward association.  The inter-trial interval was 5 min to prevent sensitization 

and habituation effects.  After each conditioning trial, we scored the bee’s response as a binary variable 

via PER (i.e., response or no response).  Once all conditioning trials took place, we tested for odor 

generalization by presenting honey bees with cineole.  This allowed us to test the bee’s discrimination 

ability as she should only respond to the conditioned stimulus (carnation).  We calculated a learning 

acquisition score based on conditioned responses.  The score, with a numerical value between 0 and 5, 

was based on 5 conditioning trials and an additional trial that tested reaction spontaneity.   

2.5 Survivorship measurements 

Survivorship censuses took place twice per day at similar times each day until the last bee was observed 

dead.  During these observation periods, bees were either observed dead or alive, and remaining live 

bees were transferred to fresh tubes in to prevent bacterial and/or fungal growth.  Individuals that 

appeared to have died due to accident (e.g. killed during routine transfers) were not included in the data 

analysis.  Individual life spans were calculated using the frequency of bees alive at each temporal 

observation.  The mortality dynamics of pilot experiments were utilized to narrow in on three oxygen 

exposure times (17, 40, 64 hr), which formed the basis of our observations for the gustatory and 

learning performance assessments.  We reasoned that progressive performance deterioration would be 

detected the longer honey bees spent in hyperoxic treatment.  

2.6 Vitellogenin downregulation by RNA interference (RNAi) 

2.6.1 dsRNA preparation for vitellogenin gene downregulation 

Double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) toward the vitellogenin gene was prepared as described previously 

(Amdam and others 2006; Amdam and others 2003b). Briefly, we used cDNA clone AP4a5 as a template 

(GenBank accession #: AJ517411). Primers were fused to a T7 promoter sequence (underlined):  

Fw:5’-TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGCGAACGACTCGACCAACGACTT-3’  

Re:5’-TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGCGAAACGAAAGGAACGGTCAATTCC-3’ 
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PCR product was purified using the QIAquick PCR purification kit (Qiagen, Valencia, California, USA), and 

RNA was prepared with the Promega RiboMax T7 system (Promega, Madison, Wisconsin, USA). RNA was 

extracted by TRIzol LS reagent (GIBCO-BRL, San Diego, California, USA), resuspended in nuclease-free 

water, heated at 96°C for 2 min in an Eppendorf Thermomixer (Brinkmann Instruments, Westbury, New 

York, USA), and left to cool at room temperature for 20 min. dsRNA products were diluted with 

nuclease-free H2O (Qiagen) to the final concentration of (Amdam and others 2003a; Nelson and others 

2007; Seehuus and others 2006b). Nuclease-free water was used as a control, as in a previous study (Ihle 

and others 2010). 

2.6.2 Knockdown verification 

Efficacy of this vitellogenin RNAi procedure was confirmed previously in honeybees of diverse 

commercial stocks as well as in the pollen-hoarding genotypes (Amdam and others 2007; Amdam and 

others 2003b; Marco Antonio and others 2008; Nelson and others 2007), as well as in the present 

manuscript (Fig. 6). Verification of vitellogenin knockdown for this study was performed as described 

before (eg. (Ihle and others 2010; Nelson and others 2007). We isolated RNA from the abdominal fat 

bodies (organs responsible for vitellogenin synthesis) for individual workers using TRIzol phenol-

chloroform extraction combined with the RNeasy kit (Qiagen). We then used reverse transcriptase real-

time PCR (Applied Biosciences, Foster City, CA, USA) to validate knockdown of vitellogenin mRNA levels. 

Relative gene expression levels were obtained against -actin expression (Nelson and others 2007). -

actin is an effective control gene when measuring gene expression in adult honey bee fat body 

(Lourenco and others 2008; Scharlaken and others 2008). Primers for vitellogenin: 5’-

GTTGGAGAGCAACATGCAGA-3’ and 5’-TCGATCCATTCCTTGATGGT-3’. Primers for actin: 5’-

TGCCAACACTGTCCTTTCTG-3’ and 5’-AGAATTGACCCACCAATCCA-3’ (Amdam and others 2004). 

2.7 Bees 

We downregulated vitellogenin in newly emerged high and low pollen-hoarding honey bees and raised 

them in hyperoxia to test whether the divergent response to stress could be attributable to genotype-

specific differences in vitellogenin expression. The vitellogenin protein can confer oxidative stress 

protection (Seehuus and others 2006b) and the two genotypes are known to differ in vitellogenin titers 

(Amdam and others 2004). 

Queens from three high and three low genotype source colonies were caged overnight to allow 

collection of same-aged bees.  Frames were pulled from colonies after 20 days, and worker bees 

emerged in an incubator at 32C. Newly-emerged workers were randomly assigned to one of two 

treatments: a control group injected with vehicle (nuclease-free H2O) and vgRNAi, the dsRNA-injected 
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vitellogenin knockdown group, after experimental designs and protocols established before, e.g. 

(Guidugli and others 2005; Nelson and others 2007). Treated bees were marked with paint (Testors 

Enamel; Testor Corporation, Rockford, Illinois, USA) to indicate treatment identity. Injections were 

performed between the fifth and sixth tergite using Hamilton syringes with G30 disposable needles (BD, 

Palo Alto, California, USA). Injection volume was 2 µl. Treated workers were introduced into one of two 

four-frame nuclear colonies where they were allowed to mature for 5 days before collection. 

2.8 Statistical analyses 

Our gustatory responsiveness and learning performance data were non-normal as determined by 

normal probability plots. Therefore, we used non-parametric statistics for analysis. We used the Kruskal-

Wallis ANOVA to assess overall treatment effects, and the Mann-Whitney U as a post hoc test to 

examine differences between the groups. For analysis of survivorship data, we used Cox’s F-test and 

Gehan’s Wilcoxon test to verify longevity differences between genotype and social task. The vitellogenin 

knockdown datasets were also analyzed using Cox’s F-test and Gehan’s Wilcoxon test. The Kaplan–Meier 

estimator was employed to approximate the survival function for honey bee populations.  Quantitative 

differences were considered statistically significant if alpha values were less than 0.05. All statistical 

analyses were carried out in STATISTICA 7.0 (StatSoft). 

3. Results 

3.1 Gustatory responsiveness 

3.1.1 General effects 

To test for general effects, we first analyzed our results by pooling both the high and low pollen-

hoarding genotypes together. Gustatory responsiveness was measured over 17, 40, 64 hr of treatment 

exposure (hyperoxia or normoxia) in 10-day-old bees. Overall, the gustatory responsiveness of 10-day-

old hyperoxia-exposed bees, compared to normoxic controls, did not change significantly over time 

(Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA: H=3.803, df=1, n=285, P=0.051).  

3.1.2 Genotype-specific effects 

To test for the robustness of gustatory and learning performance patterns, we examined the GRS for 

high and low genotypes. We measured the GRS of high and low strain honey bees in 17, 40, and 64 

hours of normoxia or hyperoxia. For low strain genotypes, GRS did not significantly differ between 

oxygen treatments at any time point (17 hr: Kruskall-Wallis, H(1,79) = 1.0239, P = 0.3116; 40 hr: K-W, 

H(1,35) = 2.8288, P = 0.0926; 64 hr: K-W, H(1,20) = 3.266, P = 0.0707; Fig. 1). Similarly, the GRS of high 

strain honey bees did not significantly differ at any time point (17 hr: K-W, H(1,74) = 1.0096, P = 0.3150; 

40 hr:  K-W, H(1,42) = 2.6145, P = 0.1059; 64 hr: K-W, H(1,35) = 0.5347, P = 0.4646; Fig. 2).  
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3.2 Associative learning performance  

3.2.1 General effects 

Associative learning performance was measured over 17, 40, 64 hr of treatment exposure (hyperoxia or 

normoxia) in 10-day-old bees of high or low pollen-hoarding genotypes that responded to antennal 

stimulation with a 30% sucrose solution in the preceding gustatory responsiveness trial. Learning 

performance in 10-day-old nurse honey bees was significantly affected by hyperoxia, compared to 

normoxic controls (Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA: H=11.012, n=171, P<0.001). The learning ability of hyperoxia-

exposed honey bees significantly declined after 64 hr of exposure, indicating that hyperoxic treatment 

impaired acquisition (Mann-Whitney U post-hoc test: U=208.500, n =28, n=23, P=0.030). 

3.2.2 Genotype-specific effects 

After 17, 40, and 64 hours of treatment exposure, learning did not significantly differ for low strain bees 

at any time point (17 hr:  K-W, H(1,31) = 0.002, P = 0.9641; 40 hr:  K-W, H(1,26) = 0.3024, P = 0.5824; 64 

hr:  K-W, H(1,16) = 1.4815, P = 0.2235; Fig. 3) despite a trend that can be observed at 64 h. In contrast, 

the learning performance of high strain genotypes was significantly affected at 17 and 64 hr (17 hr:  K-

W, H(1,32) = 4.8612, P = 0.0275; 40 hr:  K-W, H(1,31) = 0.0313, P = 0.8595; 64 hr:  K-W, H(1,35) = 4.2072, 

P = 0.0403; Fig. 4). 

3.3 Stress resistance and survivorship 

Forager honey bees were more susceptible to hyperoxic stress than their nurse bee counterparts (Cox’s 

F-test: F (306, 304) = 1.737, P<0.001; Fig. 5) regardless of genotype (Cox’s F-test: F (178, 188) = 

1.249760, P = 0.066; Fig. 5). Furthermore, low genotype nurse bees exhibited greater susceptibility to 

hyperoxia compared to high genotype nurses (Cox’s F-Test: F (306, 304) = 1.736923, P <0.001; Fig. 5).  

3.3.1 Survivorship of vitellogenin RNAi knockdowns in hyperoxia 

To test whether divergent responses to oxygen stress could be attributable to genotype-specific 

differences in vitellogenin levels, we used RNA interference to downregulate vitellogenin in high and low 

pollen-hoarding honey bees, and then measured survivorship in hyperoxia. We quantified the effect of 

treatment (vitellogenin RNAi knockdown or control), colony, and plate on the expression levels of 

vitellogenin. Treatment had the greatest effect on the protein expression levels of low and high strain 

honey bees in hyperoxia (FANOVA; low strain: F=275.832, df=1, P<0.0001, high strain: F=181.818, df=1, 

P<0.0001). Low and high strain honey bees treated with a vitellogenin RNAi knockdown exhibited lower 

expression levels of vitellogenin compared to control individuals (Student t-test; low strain vgRNAi vs. 

control: t-value: 5.908, µ1=10.487, µ2=4.704, N1=7, N2=8, F-ratio: 1.075, P<0.0001; high strain vgRNA1 

vs. control: t-value: 4.471, µ1=11.566, µ2=5.371, N1=8, N2=8, F-ratio: 1.443, P<0.001; Fig. 6).  
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RNAi-mediated knockdown of vitellogenin, while resulting in a trend toward lower life span in 

both genotypes, did not significantly affect the mean lifespan of low (Gehan-Wilcoxon two-sample 

comparison test; test statistic: -1.57997, P=0.114) or high (Gehan-Wilcoxon two-sample comparison 

test; test statistic: 1.812602, P=0.070) honey bee strains when the genotypes were examined 

independently. However, when the genotypes were pooled, the cumulative survival of high and low 

strains significantly differed between vitellogenin knockdown and control populations with vitellogenin 

knockdown populations not living as long as controls (Gehan-Wilcoxon two-sample comparison test; 

test statistic: -2.28263, P =0.022). 

4. Discussion 

4.1 A genetic component for stress resistance 

Our results allow us to generalize about the stress resistance of wild-type honey bees. The two pollen-

hoarding genotypes are selected from wild-type colonies and are routinely out-crossed to wild-type 

every 3-4 generations (Page and Fondrk 1995). Phenotypically, the strains represent the opposing tails 

of life-history trait distributions for the general population. Thus, in some instances, we have pooled 

data from high and low genotypes in order to obtain a general view of the neurophysiological responses 

of an aging honey bee population.  

4.2 General neurophysiological effects 

4.2.1 Divergent responses for gustatory responsiveness and learning performance 

We utilized honey bees to examine whether peripheral (gustatory) and central (learning) brain functions 

exhibit a distinct resilience to a challenging metabolic environment. Based on a previous study, we were 

able to study whether hyperoxia would elicit physiological responses in the laboratory that were similar 

to those seen in free-flying honey bees (Amdam and others 2010). Our data, in which we pooled high 

and low genotypes, reveal that gustatory responsiveness remains constant over time, while learning 

performance declines during hyperoxic stress. This differential susceptibility of peripheral and central 

brain functions in response to hyperoxia is consistent with the effects of aging in free-flying honey bees 

(Behrends and others 2007; Scheiner and Amdam 2009). The agreeability between our laboratory 

results and those obtained in the field suggest that hyperoxia, or oxidative stress by proxy, can play a 

role in the aging and neurophysiological decline of the honey bee.  

The divergent responses to hyperoxia provide support for the concept of heterogeneity in the honey 

bee brain. The differential resilience of these neurobiological traits is intriguing because both appear to 

be essential for colony fitness. This heterogeneity exhibited by the honey bee brain in response to 

hyperoxic exposure suggests that aging affects a variety of cognitive or information processing functions 
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in a different manner that cannot be counteracted by colony-level selection. We believe questions of 

differential tissue susceptibility as well as limits on selection merit further exploration in a variety of 

aging models. 

In honey bees, senescence-related changes in the brain appear to be heterogeneous (Munch 

and others 2010; Wolschin and others 2009). Structural and proteomic analyses of this insect suggest 

that the mushroom body calyx—long implicated in learning and memory—is largely unaffected by 

senescence (Wolschin and others 2009). Interestingly, this same study also showed that proteomic 

changes did occur on the level of the entire central brain, indicating that regions apart from the calyx 

could be primarily implicated in the characteristic learning performance decline seen in forager bees. 

Other neuropiles that may play a role in learning performance decline may include the antennal lobes, 

where signal integration occurs, and the mushroom body output regions that are critical for the 

formation of memory (Hammer and Menzel 1998). In general, the patterns of aging heterogeneity in the 

honey bee brain resemble changes that take place in the primate brain (Fraser and others 2005). The 

heterogeneity of brain function observed in the present study is consistent with asymmetry reduction 

models in vertebrates, which propose that aging reduces the lateralization of activity that occurs during 

cognitive performance in younger adults. Some believe that this reduction in lateralization and increase 

in heterogeneity, as revealed by neuroimaging studies, may reflect age-related functional compensation 

(Cabeza and others 2004). Thus, heterogeneity of the honey bee brain may reflect distinct spatial and 

tissue-specific thresholds for aging. It is possible that these distinct thresholds could ultimately influence 

behavioral indicators of neurophysiological function such as associative learning performance and 

gustatory responsiveness. 

4.3 Genotype-specific neurophysiological effects 

The GRS for both high and low strains did not differ between honey bees maintained in normal oxygen 

conditions or hyperoxia (Figs. 1, 2). In contrast, the learning performance of high strain honey bees was 

impaired at 17 and 64 hours of hyperoxic exposure. The lack of a difference at 40 hours may be 

attributable to an adjustment phase (Fig. 4). Moreover, the fact that learning performance was 

depressed by hyperoxia in high genotypes, but not in lows, may have its foundations in the physiological 

divergence between the two genotypes. For instance, these two genotypes exhibit differences in GRS, 

learning performance, lifespan, and vitellogenin levels (Amdam and others 2004; Page and others 1998; 

Pankiw and others 2001; Scheiner and others 2001a; Scheiner and others 2001b). High strain honey 

bees tend to be more sensitive to pollen-foraging stimulus (increasing the presence of larvae to force 

shift to foraging behavior) and tend to forage earlier (Pankiw and Page 2001). Moreover, high strain 
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honey bees also possess higher levels of proteins central to neuronal function compared to low strain 

bees (Humphries and others 2003). Though not all of these differences were noted in our study, it is 

possible that these factors may help explain why the high strain honey bees exhibited greater sensitivity 

to oxygen as measured by olfactory learning performance.  

4.4 Stress resistance  

Our survivorship measurements illustrate that forager honey bees are more susceptible to hyperoxic 

stress than nurse bees, regardless of genotype (Fig. 5). These results corroborate our previous findings 

asserting foragers are more vulnerable to functional decline (Behrends and others 2007; Scheiner and 

Amdam 2009). The survivorship patterns also demonstrate that low genotype nurse bees exhibit a 

greater sensitivity to hyperoxia than high genotype honey bees of identical life history (Fig. 5).  

We reasoned that divergent genotype responses to hyperoxia in nurse bees may be 

attributable, at least in part, to differences in vitellogenin expression. Vitellogenin is a protein with 

reproductive function that is implicated in the regulation of honey bee social life history traits (Nelson 

and others 2007) and can also confer oxidative stress protection (Seehuus and others 2006b). Overall, 

circulating vitellogenin titers tend to be higher in high genotype honey bees compared to low genotype 

from emergence up to 10 days (Amdam and others 2004). In the present study, high genotype nurses 

show greater stress resistance to hyperoxia than low genotype nurse bees (Fig. 5). This finding is 

consistent with previous experiments which demonstrate high pollen-hoarding nurses have higher 

vitellogenin levels compared to low strain nurse bees (Amdam and others 2004). Based on this, we 

expected to see differences in the survival time of vitellogenin RNAi knockdowns compared to controls. 

Though a trend was present for both strains, we did not detect a significant difference between 

vitellogenin knockdowns and control individuals for either strain (Fig. 7A). The trend suggests 

vitellogenin plays a role in the stress resistance of the strains, but the lack of significance indicates that 

other factors may as well. When both genotypes were pooled (Fig. 7B), vitellogenin-deficient individuals 

were significantly less stress resistant than control individuals. This result generally supports our 

hypothesis that vitellogenin levels can influence survivorship in hyperoxia. 

 Our results demonstrate that hyperoxia can increase mortality in honey bees. Furthermore, 

gustatory response scores remain unchanged over three successive time intervals of hyperoxia 

exposure. In contrast, learning ability is affected and declines after prolonged hyperoxia. These 

laboratory results are consistent with measurements obtained from aged honey bees that developed 

and lived in ecological settings (Behrends and others 2007; Scheiner and others 2001a; Scheiner and 

others 2001b).  
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5. Conclusions 

5.1 Future Work 

Our study suggests that learning dysfunction is a general trait in aging honey bees and that oxidative 

stress can play a role in this decline. More broadly, our results illustrate that the honey bee model 

system can add to research on aging and age-related brain deterioration due to its quantifiable, complex 

brain functions and its manipulability in the laboratory and in the field. This implies that a diversity of 

labs with interests in neurobiological decline, aging, and oxidative stress would be capable of probing 

similar questions using this intriguing model system. Furthermore, the decline of learning ability during 

aging is an important problem in science. Gaining insight into this problem may require that we look 

beyond lab-reared aging model systems. 
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Figure Legends 

Figure 1. Gustatory responsiveness of low strain honey bees in 17, 40, and 64 hours of hyperoxic 

treatment.  GRS is not significantly different between oxygen treatments for low strain at any time point 

(17 hr: KW-H(1,79) = 1.0239, P = 0.3116; 40 hr: KW-H(1,35) = 2.8288, P = 0.0926; 64 hr: KW-H(1,20) = 

3.266, P = 0.0707). 

Figure 2.  Gustatory responsiveness of high strain honey bees in 17, 40, and 64 hours of hyperoxic 

treatment. GRS is not significantly different in hyperoxia for high strain at any time point (17 hr: KW-

H(1,74) = 1.0096, P = 0.3150; 40 hr:  KW-H(1,42) = 2.6145, P = 0.1059; 64 hr: KW-H(1,35) = 0.5347, P = 

0.4646). 

Figure 3. Learning performance of low strain honey bees after 17, 40, and 54 hours of hyperoxic 

treatment. Learning does not significantly differ in hyperoxia for low strain bees at any time point (17 hr:  

KW-H(1,31) = 0.002, P = 0.9641; 40 hr:  KW-H(1,26) = 0.3024, P = 0.5824; 64 hr:  KW-H(1,16) = 1.4815, P 

= 0.2235). 

Figure 4. Learning performance of high strain honey bees after 17, 40, and 64 hours of hyperoxia.The 

learning performance of high strain honey bees was significantly affected at 17 and 64 hr of hyperoxia 

exposure (17 hr:  KW-H(1,32) = 4.8612, P = 0.0275; 40 hr:  KW-H(1,31) = 0.0313, P = 0.8595; 64 hr:  KW-

H(1,35) = 4.2072, P = 0.0403). Asterisks indicate a significant difference. 

Figure  5. Survivorship of low and high strain nurses (NL and NH) and foragers (FL and FH) in hyperoxia. 

Foragers are more susceptible to hyperoxia than nurse bees (Cox’s F-test: F (306, 304) = 1.737, P<0.001). 

Low genotype nurses show greater vulnerability to stress than their high genotype counterparts (Cox’s 

F-Test: F (306, 304) = 1.736923, P <0.001). 

Figure 6. RNAi knockdown reduced vitellogenin mRNA levels in low and high strain honey bees (low: t-

test, t-value: 5.908, df=13, P<0.001; high: t-test, t-value: 4.471, df=14, P=0.001). The y-axis, VgRQlog2, 

represents the log of relative quantities of vitellogenin.  

Figure 7. A) Mean survival time in hyperoxia of vitellogenin knockdowns by strain. RNAi-mediated 

knockdown of vitellogenin did not affect the mean lifespans of low (Gehan-Wilcoxon two-sample 

comparison test; test statistic: -1.57997, P=0.114) or high (Gehan-Wilcoxon two-sample comparison 

test; test statistic: 1.812602, P=0.070) honey bee strains. B) The cumulative survival of pooled 

genotypes. The survival of high and low strains significantly differs between vitellogenin knockdown and 

control populations (Gehan-Wilcoxon two-sample comparison test; test statistic: -2.28263, P=0.02245). 
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Figure 2. 
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Figure 3. 
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Figure 4.   
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Figure 5. 
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Figure 6. 
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Figure 7A 
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Figure 7B 
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Abstract

Background: Social-environmental influences can affect animal cognition and health. Also, human socio-economic status is
a covariate factor connecting psychometric test-performance (a measure of cognitive ability), educational achievement,
lifetime health, and survival. The complimentary hypothesis, that mechanisms in physiology can explain some covariance
between the same traits, is disputed. Possible mechanisms involve metabolic biology affecting integrity and stability of
physiological systems during development and ageing. Knowledge of these relationships is incomplete, and underlying
processes are challenging to reveal in people. Model animals, however, can provide insights into connections between
metabolic biology and physiological stability that may aid efforts to reduce human health and longevity disparities.

Results: We document a positive correlation between a measure of associative learning performance and the metabolic
stress resilience of honeybees. This relationship is independent of social factors, and may provide basic insights into how
central nervous system (CNS) function and metabolic biology can be associated. Controlling for social environment, age,
and learning motivation in each bee, we establish that learning in Pavlovian conditioning to an odour is positively
correlated with individual survival time in hyperoxia. Hyperoxia induces oxidative metabolic damage, and provides a
measure of metabolic stress resistance that is often related to overall lifespan in laboratory animals. The positive relationship
between Pavlovian learning ability and stress resilience in the bee is not equally established in other model organisms so far,
and contrasts with a genetic cost of improved associative learning found in Drosophila melanogaster.

Conclusions: Similarities in the performances of different animals need not reflect common functional principles. A
correlation of honeybee Pavlovian learning and metabolic stress resilience, thereby, is not evidence of a shared biology that
will give insight about systems integrity in people. Yet, the means to resolve difficult research questions often come from
findings in distant areas of science while the model systems that turn out to be valuable are sometimes the least
predictable. Our results add to recent findings indicating that honeybees can become instrumental to understanding how
metabolic biology influences life outcomes.
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Introduction

Childhood psychometric (IQ) scores correlate with age at death

[1–3] and can, statistically, predict mortality with a strength

similar to that of smoking [4]. Covariance of psychometric scores

and longevity is explained by complex inter-related factors, such

as socio-economic status, education, health behaviour, disease

factors and illnesses, as well as pre- and postnatal privations

[2,3,5,6]. Yet, IQ-longevity relationships can remain largely

intact when markers of fetal development (birth weight) and

early-life conditions (parental social status) are taken into account

during statistical processing of data [2,4]. Such patterns of

persistence led to the debated claim (e.g. [3,7,8]) that a fraction of

covariance in cognition-survival correlations is explained by

physiological ‘systems integrity’, a poorly understood factor

[2,5,9].

Systems integrity encompasses functional reserve capacity and

metabolic robustness [4,9,10]. The former refers to the capacity to

maintain brain function during degenerative processes. The latter

to the ability to maintain metabolic stability despite induced

oxidative damage. Mechanisms of longevity, and the physiology of

central nervous system (CNS) function, ageing, and frailty, are

much-studied in genetic workhorses Caenorhabditis elegans, Drosoph-

ila, and mice, where some mutants maintain youthful levels of

CNS function at advanced ages [11–13]. However, positive

correlations between early-life performance of CNS computational

processes, such as learning, and physiological stability or survival

are generally not measured in prior studies (reviewed by Burger

and coworkers [13], see also citations [14–16]). In Drosophila,

furthermore, the strongest correlated response to artificial selection

for improved associative learning is shorter lifespan — revealing a

negative genetic link between learning ability and survival [13].
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Research on poorly understood factors that potentially influence

lifespan may ultimately benefit efforts to reduce health and

longevity disparities between people [17–19]. However, studies

motivated by IQ-longevity relationships are debated and difficult

to justify. At the same time, it is uncertain whether variables

related to early-life CNS computational task performance, such as

learning, are positively correlated with survival in the laboratory,

and whether these connections can be generalized to model

animals. Here, we directly address the latter questions by studying

a relationship between a measure of associative learning

performance and metabolic stress resilience in the honeybee (Apis

mellifera).

Social effects have strong influences on honeybee life outcomes

[20–24]. Individuals that are largely identical genetically can be

very different phenotypically, as exemplified by the reproductive

division of labour between sister queens (primary egg-layers) and

workers (essentially sterile female helpers), and in the social

division of labour between workers that move between behav-

ioural roles: nursing, nest building, guarding, colony defence, and

foraging [20]. CNS function differs between workers, as measured

in laboratory learning and memory retention tests (see citations

[25,26] for recent reviews). In such tests, the individual bee learns

to respond to stimuli (olfactory, tactile, visual), and shows different

memory forms [27–30]. Worker longevity also varies greatly, from

weeks to months, and is partly contingent on social role as nurse

bees can generally outlive foragers—in the colony as well as in

laboratory confinement (reviewed by Amdam and co-workers

[31,32]). Such differences in worker survival correlate with the

bees’ resistance to laboratory-induced oxidative stress, a test of

metabolic stress resilience that nurse bees can endure longer than

foragers [32–34].

The opportunity to quantify these variables in honeybees led us

to examine whether Pavlovian learning ability can be positively

correlated with survival during oxidative insult.

Results and Discussion

We obtained adult worker bees from single-cohort colonies

(N = 4), a method that provides animals of known (same) age and

social role (see Materials and Methods). To control for social role,

we chose a single well-defined behavioural group — nurse bees

(young caregivers)—and quantified individual associative learning

performance using a well-established procedure for Pavlovian

olfactory learning [35]. Nurse bees were trained to a conditioned

stimulus (CS) — an odour — which was associated with a sucrose

reward (unconditioned stimulus, US). Gustatory responsiveness

was determined prior to training as a control for individual

motivational state; this responsiveness conveyed the subjective

value each animal placed on the US, the sucrose reward [29].

Learning ability was scored on an integer scale from 0 (poorest

score) to 5 (best score). Thereafter, individual metabolic stress

resilience was measured as survival time in 80% O2 (hyperoxia).

Hyperoxia induces oxidative stress, metabolic damage, and

features of premature senescence in model animals [36–38]. This

reproducible approach gives a measure of metabolic stress

resistance, a variable that often is related to lifespan of model

organisms [36,39], as shown in honeybees [32–34].

Pavlovian learning ability and metabolic stress resilience
By comparing all animals with data on learning ability (learning

categories 0–5) and subsequent survival time in hyperoxia

(between 4–100 h, N = 390), we found a modest but significant

positive correlation between individual associative learning

performance and longevity (Pearson’s correlation; R = 0.11,

P = 0.036, N = 390). This pattern was consistent throughout the

experiment, and repeatable between independent replicate setups

(visualized as mean plots of survival times, Figure 1A). Accord-

ingly, poor learning ability would be a predictor of short survival

time in hyperoxia, while good learning performance would be

associated with higher resilience and extended survival. We tested

the robustness of this connection by excluding bees with mid

performance scores in learning (N = 49, learning categories 2–3),

thereby strictly comparing workers with the poorest and best

Figure 1. A positive association between Pavlovian learning
ability and survival time in worker honeybees. (A) Average + S.E.
survival time (h) in hyperoxia (80% O2) of honeybees with poor (black
bars) vs. good (green bars) associative learning ability. Bees were
collected in equal numbers from four single-cohort colonies assembled
from ,24 h old bees (see Materials and Methods). The four colonies
were prepared as two pairs, independent Replicate 1 and 2, which were
set up one week apart. During the course of the experiment, each
replicate pair was tested twice; when bees were 18–22 day-olds (from
Replicate 1 during sample week 1 (W1) and from Replicate 2 during
W2), and when bees were 32–36 day-olds (from Replicate 1 during W3
and from Replicate 2 during W4). In hyperoxia, the survival time of
workers with poor performance (learning score 0–1) was shortened
compared with the bees that had performed better in Pavlovian
learning (scores 4–5). Sample sizes inside bars. (B) Proportional survival
probability during the time course of metabolic insult in hyperoxia,
summing over the workers shown in panel A (N = 341). Learning ability
and metabolic stress resistance are positively connected. Compared to
the individuals with poor learning scores (N = 84), bees that did well
in associative learning (N = 257) showed significantly higher propor-
tional survival (greater metabolic stress resistance) throughout the
experiment.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0009740.g001
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performance scores (learning categories 0, 1, 4, and 5). The

correlation remained significant (R = 0.15, P = 0.007, N = 341).

Next, we used proportional hazard statistics to contrast the

survival data from the poorest learners (scores 0–1) toward the

bees with the best performance (scores 4–5). This analysis

confirmed that associative learning ability was a significant

predictor of longevity during laboratory-induced metabolic stress

in hyperoxia (Cox’s Regression; x2 = 7.259, P = 0.007, N = 341;

Fig. 1B).

By using poor vs. good learning in Pavlovian conditioning to an

odour (learning categories 0–1 vs. 4–5) as the predictor of survival

time in hyperoxia, we could establish that the relationship between

honeybee learning ability and metabolic stress resistance persisted

when variance from social environment (colony) and age at testing

were controlled for (MANOVA; F = 7.03, P = 0.008, N = 341).

This analysis showed that the social environment did not influence

the bees’ longevity in hyperoxia (F = 2.09, P = 0.102), while their

age at testing had a positive effect on survival that was independent

of learning performance (F = 13.00, P = 0.0004, see also

Figure 1A). A comparable response was identified by Seehuus

and co-workers [33], who measured increased oxidative stress

resistance in mid-aged nurse bees compared with younger bees.

Similarly, we used nurse bees in our experiment (Materials and

Methods). Seehuus and co-workers attributed the effect of nurse

bees’ age to vitellogenin, a multifunctional antioxidant protein that

can accumulate over time in nurse bees [23,31,40,41]. This

physiological factor may also explain the effect of age in our study.

Finally, we went back to the full dataset (N = 390) to test

whether the positive association between Pavlovian learning ability

and subsequent survival time in hyperoxia also influenced the

olfactory acquisition (learning) curves of the worker bees. We

contrasted the workers that died during the first half of the survival

experiment (#50 h in hyperoxia, N = 135) to bees that died during

the second half (.50 h in hyperoxia, N = 255). Plotting the two

curves revealed that the increase in conditioned responses was

steepest after the initial conditioning trial and then gradually

levelled out for both groups (Figure 2). After the second trial,

however, the learning curve increased significantly more steeply

for workers that survived .50 h in hyperoxia (ANCOVA, one

sided test; F = 4.41, P = 0.038, N = 390); and this group also

reached higher plateau levels of acquisition (89% in the 6th and

final trial) in comparison to those surviving #50 h in hyperoxia

(77%, Figure 2). These results suggest that faster learning after the

initial conditioning trial and a higher level of final memory

acquisition characterised the workers with the highest resistance to

metabolic stress.

Gustatory responsiveness and metabolic stress resilience
Our control data on individual responsiveness to sucrose

identified a positive correlation between the gustatory responsive-

ness score and learning score of the bees. This association was

significant in the full dataset (Pearson’s correlation; R = 0.33,

P,0.001, N = 390) as well as when the workers with the mid

performance scores (learning categories 2–3) were excluded

(Pearson’s correlation; R = 0.36, P,0.001, N = 341). This result

corroborated a general finding: bees that place a high subjective

value on sucrose rewards often perform better in reward learning

[29,42]. The same result was conveyed by plotting the learning

curves of bees with lower gustatory responsiveness (did not

respond to sucrose at #0.1% in H2O, N = 63) toward those with

higher gustatory responsiveness (did respond to sucrose at #0.1 in

H2O, N = 327). From the first conditioning trial, the acquisition

curve increased significantly more steeply for bees with higher

gustatory responsiveness (ANCOVA, one sided test; F = 56.14,

P,0.001, N = 390, Figure 3). Thus, a larger percentage of these

workers (91%) showed the conditioned response in the final trial

compared to the group with lower gustatory responsiveness

(0.65%, Figure 3). Faster learning and a higher level of final

memory acquisition, accordingly, characterised the bees with

higher gustatory responsiveness.

Although responsiveness to sucrose was a predictor of learning

performance, and learning performance was a predictor of survival

during induced metabolic damage, the bees’ appraisal of sucrose

Figure 2. Olfactory learning in worker honeybees with
different metabolic stress resilience. Acquisition (learning) curves
for the proportion of worker bees that showed conditioned responses
to an odour (CS) in each of six conditioning trials. Learning was
quantified by the bees’ proboscis extension response (PER), which was
monitored during every presentation of the odour. Bees that after the
conditioning experiment survived #50 h (black line, N = 135) vs. .50 h
(green line, N = 255) in hyperoxia (80% O2) are graphed separately. See
text for details on statistics.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0009740.g002

Figure 3. Olfactory learning in worker honeybees with
different gustatory responsiveness. Acquisition (learning) curves
for the proportion of bees that showed conditioned proboscis
extension response (PER) to an odour in six conditioning trials. Bees
with different responsiveness to sucrose are graphed separately. Low
responsiveness (black line, N = 63) refers to worker bees that did not
respond to sucrose at #0.1% in H2O; High responsiveness (green line,
N = 327) refers to bees that did respond to sucrose at #0.1% in H2O. See
text for details on statistics.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0009740.g003
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rewards did not similarly explain longevity in hyperoxia. This lack

of association was seen in the full dataset (R = 0.070, P = 0.167,

N = 390) as well as when the workers with mid performance in

learning (scores 2–3) were excluded (R = 0.058, P = 0.285,

N = 341). The pattern was consistent between our replicate setups

(Figure 4A). We also used proportional hazard statistics to contrast

bees with lower vs. higher gustatory responsiveness (did not vs. did

respond to sucrose at #0.1% in H2O, respectively). The analysis

confirmed that sucrose responsiveness did not predict survival time

in hyperoxia (Cox’s Regression; x2 = 1.001, P = 0.464, N = 341;

Figure 4B).

From these results, we inferred that the variance in learning

ability that correlates with metabolic stress resistance in worker

bees is independent of the variance that is explained by the bees’

subjective motivation to learn. In other words, only a fraction of

variation in learning is explained by gustatory responsiveness [29].

Here, this proportion of explained variance, R2, was 10.89%

(R = 0.33; N = 390, above), which leaves much variation in

learning to be explained by factors other than sucrose responsive-

ness. Our results suggest that one or more of these latent factors,

which affect learning but not motivation, can influence metabolic

stress resilience — causing learning scores and survival times to

correlate independent of the gustatory responsiveness of the bees.

Conclusions
Our work establishes that in young caregiver (nurse) honeybees,

individual performance in Pavlovian olfactory learning is positively

associated with metabolic stress resistance measured in hyperoxia.

This finding exemplifies that a positive correlation between early-

life CNS function and a variable related to organismal survival can

be detected in, and perhaps generalized to, a laboratory animal.

While the correlation between learning in Pavlovian condition-

ing to an odour and subsequent survival time in hyperoxia was

modest in our worker bees (Pearson’s correlation: R = 11 for the

full dataset; R = 15 with mid performance values excluded, above),

a Pearson’s analysis of correlation between childhood IQ and age

at death, similarly, gave only R = 0.18 for 722 human subjects [2].

Thus, our results are statistically significant and in line with the

interpretation that positive associations between variables related

to CNS computational task-performance (in our case associative

olfactory learning) and longevity are moderate.

Bees have rich and quantifiable learning and memory

repertoires [25,26], are amenable to functional genomic research,

and provide the best-studied social invertebrate system to date

[32,43]. In this model, genotype, social environment, social

history, behaviour, workload, nutrition, physiology, and health

can be controlled [32,43–45]—helping us identify and understand

mechanisms that affect life-history. Such experiments already

propose that life outcomes in social insects can be strongly

influenced by metabolic biology [46,47].

Similarities in patterns of test performance between different

organisms need not reflect common functional principles [48], yet

it is also difficult to predict which models will become the most

valuable for addressing and understanding unresolved challenges

in research [49]. Many more studies will need to be conducted

before we fully grasp how honeybees can best contribute toward

research efforts to reduce health and longevity disparities between

people.

Materials and Methods

Bees
The experiments were performed in Spring 2009 at Arizona

State University in Tempe AZ, USA, and utilized four single-

cohort colonies [50,51]. Each single-cohort colony was assembled

with one egg-laying queen and several thousand workers. Within

every colony, all workers belonged to one age-cohort. This

demography was achieved by collecting honeybee combs with

mature brood from a set of nine donor colonies. The combs were

placed in an incubator overnight at 33uC in a relative humidity

(RH) of 65–70%. The next morning, newly emerged bees (0–24 h

old) were collected from the incubator and marked on the thorax

with paint (TestorsTM) for identification.

Two genetic sources were donors of newly emerged bees: i)

genetically diverse wild type stocks from four colonies headed by

openly mated queens of Californian commercial origin, and ii) a

standard research stock maintained by instrumental insemination,

using five colonies headed by queens inseminated with 1–2 drones

Figure 4. The gustatory responsiveness of honeybee workers is
not associated with metabolic stress resistance. (A) Average +
S.E. survival time (h) in hyperoxia (80% O2) of bees with low (black bars)
vs. high (green bars) gustatory responsiveness (not responding vs.
responding to sucrose at #0.1% in H2O, respectively). Bees were
collected from four single-cohort colonies that were prepared as two
pairs one week apart (Replicate 1 and 2). Each replicate pair was tested
when bees were 18–22 day-olds (from Replicate 1 during sample week
1 (W1) and from Replicate 2 during W2), and when bees were 32–36
day-olds (from Replicate 1 during W3 and from Replicate 2 during W4).
Gustatory responsiveness failed to show a consistent relationship to the
bees’ subsequent survival time in hyperoxia. Sample sizes inside bars.
(B) Proportional survival probability during the time course of
metabolic insult in hyperoxia, summing over the workers shown in
panel A (N = 341). Gustatory responsiveness and metabolic stress
resistance are not associated. See text for statistics.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0009740.g004
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(males) each. The wild type provided a background population for

the single-cohort colonies, but all sampled bees came from the

standard research stock, which has a well-documented and broad

distribution of learning behaviour [52,53].

The four colonies were prepared as two separate pairs for

independent replication of our experiment. The first paired

colonies (Replicate 1) each contained 2,700 wild type workers

plus 2,300 bees of standard stock. The second paired colonies

(Replicate 2) were assembled with 3,400 wild type workers plus

3,000 bees of standard stock.

Sampling and handling
For experimental Replicate 1, collections were performed in

calendar week 20 (bees aged 18–22 days old) and 22 (bees aged

32–36 days old). Sampling for Replicate 2 took place during

calendar weeks 21 (18–22 day-olds) and 23 (32–36 day-olds).

These staggered collections provided two replicates of age-

matched bees. Collections started at 7 AM, and only marked

bees of the standard stock that demonstrated typical nursing

behaviour (inserting their heads into cells containing larvae) were

retrieved from the colonies. The nurse bees were placed into

7.063.563.5 cm plastic tubes containing a moist paper towel and

brought to the laboratory (,5 min transit time). There, bees were

incubated at 4uC until movement was reduced. Next, they were

mounted onto individual plastic holders, and affixed with

removable tape behind the head and across the thorax (Supporting

Figure S1A). After restraining, the bees were fed 2 ml of 30%

sucrose solution before being starved for 2 h at 37uC, 65–70%

RH.

Quantification of gustatory responsiveness
After the 2 h starvation period, gustatory responsiveness [54,55]

was measured by the proboscis extension response (PER). Bees

were observed for PER while being stimulated with H2O, followed

by six sucrose solutions (sucrose in H2O) in an ascending order

(0.1%, 0.3%, 1%, 3%, 10%, 30%) at a minimum interval of 2 min

between trials. Thereafter, bees were assigned a gustatory response

score (GRS) that totalled the number of times PER was observed

throughout the seven trials. The maximum GRS of 7 indicated

that bees responded to all sucrose concentrations and H2O (high

gustatory responsiveness). In contrast, bees with a GRS of 0 did

not respond to any of the seven stimuli. GRS provides a measure

for the subjective value that the bee places on sucrose solutions,

which are later used as rewards in the associative learning

paradigm (see below). Thus, via GRS quantification, we ensured

that only bees that responded to a reward (and thus could be

rewarded) were trained [42,56].

Quantification of associative learning ability
Because we used 30% sucrose solution as reward [42,56], only

bees that showed a PER response to a solution of at least 30%

sucrose were allowed to participate in the associative learning

assay. Over the course of the study, 48 bees did not respond to

30% sucrose and were thus not trained. As olfactory stimuli [35],

2 ml of each of two odours (carnation and cineole) were applied to

separate pieces of filter paper, which were then placed into two

different 10 ml syringes (BD Luer-LockTM Tip). Each bee was

initially stimulated for 6 sec directly to the antennae with

approximately 6 ml of the carnation odour, which served as the

conditioned stimulus (CS) during associative conditioning (see

below). Thereafter, the alternative odour (cineole) was adminis-

tered in the same manner. Bees that responded spontaneously to

either odour were omitted (N = 57), as we could not validate

learning for individuals whose response to the CS was spontaneous

prior to conditioning [42].

During conditioning, each bee was subjected to six CS reward

pairings with an approximate inter-trial interval of 15 min. During

every trial, bees were stimulated with 6 ml of carnation odour

applied directly to their antennae for 6 sec. Using a GilmontH
syringe, the final 3 ml of the CS was paired with 1 ml of 30%

sucrose reward for 3 sec in order to form an association between

the two [42]. For each trial, those bees who displayed PER to the

odour stimulus prior to the introduction of the reward were

recorded as positive, while the bees that did not respond prior to

reward were noted as negative for PER.

Following the six conditioning trials, we performed a retention

test where the specific CS memory of the worker bees was

evaluated. The bees were first presented with cineole (the

alternative odour), and then CS without reward. The outcome

was not associated with survival time in hyperoxia: Longevity was

the same whether bees demonstrated specific CS memory (did not

respond to alternative odour, N = 304) or not (responded to

alternative odour, N = 86, Student t-test; t = 20.022, P = 0.983,

Supporting Figure S2).

Bees that responded to the final CS without reward were given a

learning score ranging from 1 to 5, reflecting the total number of

conditioning trials in which PER was observed minus the number

of responses to the alternative odour (this number was 0 for 304

bees and 1 for 86 bees, above). The learning score, thereby, took

into account how precise the learning was. Bees that did not

respond to the final CS without reward and had not responded to

any of the prior six conditioning trials were given a learning score

of 0. Finally, the few bees that responded in all or some

conditioning trials but did not respond to the final CS presentation

without reward were omitted (N = 14), as we could not validate the

learned association in them (details in [42]).

For all trials, bees were placed in front of a neutral air stream

approximately 8 sec before and after odour stimulation. A

minimum of 5 min passed between trials to prevent habituation

effects [42]. The general activity of each bee was also monitored in

every trial to ensure that all animals remained healthy.

Survival in hyperoxia
Bees that completed the olfactory conditioning test and received

a measure of learning ability (learning scores 0–5) were placed in

hyperoxia to monitor survival capability. Hyperoxia induces

features of premature senescence in many laboratory systems,

and can provide a reproducible test of metabolic stress resistance

that often, but not without exception [39,57], is relevant to lifespan

in a general way [36–38]. Bees were housed in 1.5 ml Eppendorf

tubes that had two holes on top and an opening at the bottom for

animal waste (Supporting Fig. S1B). The experimental bees were

kept in an incubator (HERAcell O2/CO2, Thermo Scientific) with

a constant 80% O2 concentration; incubator temperature was

34uC and RH averaged 6362%. A standard diet of 1.5 g of

ground pollen per 30 ml of 30% sucrose solution was administered

twice per day into a pipette tip that rested in one of the holes atop

the Eppendorf tube (Supporting Fig. S1B). The other hole was left

unobstructed for breathing.

Survivorship censuses took place four times daily: 7–8 AM; 1–2

PM; 6–7 PM; 11 PM–12 AM until the last bee was observed dead.

As needed, alive bees were transferred to fresh tubes in order to

prevent bacterial and/or fungal growth. Individuals that were

likely harmed during routine transfers were excluded. Individual

lifespans were calculated as the number of hours spent in

hyperoxia prior to observed death.
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Statistics
The datasets on associative learning, gustatory responsiveness

and survival time in hyperoxia conformed to Levene’s and

Bartlett’s tests of equal variance and parametric statistics were used

[58]. The relationships between learning ability, gustatory

responsiveness, and survival were tested with Pearson’s correla-

tions, and investigated further with the Proportional hazard (Cox)

regression, which we have applied to bee survival data in previous

studies [23,59]. One-sided analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) for

comparison of regression curve slopes was used to test differences

between olfactory learning [58]. Log-linear transformation was

tested but the outcome was similar to raw data (for bees surviving

#50 h vs. .50 h in hyperoxia: F = 3.79, P = 0.046; for bees not

responding vs. responding to sucrose at #0.1% in H2O: F = 21.18,

P = 0.002). Thus, results from the untransformed dataset were

reported. To control for variance linked to social environment

(different single-cohort colonies) and age at testing (18–22 vs. 32–

36 days old), we utilized Main effect ANOVA (MANOVA) with

learning ability, colony, and age-group as categorical predictors of

survival. This reporting was preferred over the Cox regression

with colony or age-group as stratifying variables, because the Cox

regression model does not allow the input of three predictors. Yet,

the significant effect of learning performance on survival capability

persisted even in the stratified Cox regression analyzes in which

colony or sampling age were controlled for separately (x2 = 4.678,

P = 0.031; x2 = 4.738, P = 0.030, respectively, N = 341). The

relationship between the binary outcome of the retention test

(bees demonstrating specific CS memory, or not) and the survival

time in hyperoxia was tested with a Student t-test using survival

time as the dependent variable. All analyses performed in

Statistica 6.0 (StatSoft).

Supporting Information

Figure S1 (A) Worker honeybee prepared for testing of

Pavlovian learning ability. The restraint holder is custom-made

from Plexiglas, and the bee was affixed with straps of tape. After

quantification of gustatory responsiveness and learning, the straps

were removed and the bee was released unharmed. (B) Worker bee

in the modified Eppendorf tube design used in our assay of survival

capability in hyperoxia. The lid has holes for feeding and air-

exchange. The end of the tube is cut open and sealed with cotton

to absorb animal waste.

Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0009740.s001 (10.12 MB

TIF)

Figure S2 Relationship between the outcome of the retention

test, where bees were monitored for specific CS memory, and

survival time in hyperoxia (80% O2). Bars are averages + S.E. for

survival time (hours). Specific CS memory for the conditioned

stimulus (carnation) was measured after olfactory conditioning by

presenting the bees with an alternative odour (cineole) one time.

No (zero) proboscis extension response (PER) to the alternative

odour demonstrated specific CS memory. The performance in the

retention test was not associated with survival time in hyperoxia

(Student t-test; t = 20.022, P = 0.983). Sample sizes inside bars.

Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0009740.s002 (0.01 MB TIF)
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The lifespan extension effects of resveratrol are conserved in the 
honey bee and may be driven by a mechanism related to caloric 
restriction 
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Abstract 
 
Our interest in healthy aging and in evolutionarily conserved mechanisms of lifespan 
extension prompted us to investigate whether features of age-related decline in the 
honey bee could be attenuated with resveratrol. Resveratrol is regarded as a caloric 
restriction mimetic known to extend lifespan in some but not all model species. The 
current, prevailing view is that resveratrol works largely by activating signaling 
pathways. It has also been suggested that resveratrol may act as an antioxidant and 
confer protection against nervous system impairment and oxidative stress. To test 
whether honey bee lifespan, learning performance, and food perception could be 
altered by resveratrol, we supplemented the diets of honey bees and measured 
lifespan, olfactory learning, and gustatory responsiveness to sucrose. Furthermore, to 
test the effects of resveratrol under metabolic challenge, we used hyperoxic 
environments to generate oxidative stress. Under normal oxygen conditions, two 
resveratrol treatments—30 and 130 µM—lengthened average lifespan in wild-type 
honey bees by 38% and 33%, respectively. Both resveratrol treatments also 
lengthened maximum and median lifespan. In contrast, hyperoxic stress abolished the 
resveratrol life-extension response. Furthermore, resveratrol did not affect learning 
performance, but did alter gustation. Honey bees that were not fed resveratrol exhibited 
greater responsiveness to sugar, while those supplemented with resveratrol were less 
responsive to sugar. We also discovered that individuals fed a high dose of 
resveratrol—compared to controls—ingested fewer quantities of food under ad 
libitum feeding conditions. 
  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The decline in brain function that accompanies 
senescence in diverse organisms and the mechanisms 
that underlie this dysfunction are of great interest. 
Aging intervention strategies, such as genetic 
manipulation and dietary restriction, have shown that 
lifespan extension is possible e.g. [1]. However, 
enhanced longevity coupled to brain deterioration is an 
undesirable combination that warrants further research 
into the prolongation of health span. Our previous 
experiments in the honey bee have revealed that 
hyperoxic environments can mimic  normal  patterns  of  
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aging dysfunction, which include increased mortality 
and learning performance decline (Rascon et al., 
submitted). In the current study, we tested whether we 
could promote healthy aging in the honey bee via the 
administration of resveratrol.  
 
Resveratrol is a plant polyphenol with reported lifespan 
extension effects in some [2-4], but not all studies [5, 
6]. This particular polyphenol is a well-known activator 
of Silent Information Regulator 1 (SIRT1), which is 
thought to mediate the beneficial effects of caloric 
restriction [7, 8]. Resveratrol also elicits neuroprotective 
effects in vertebrate cell lines [9-12] and prevents the 
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view is that resveratrol works largely by activating signaling pathways. It has also been suggested that resveratrol may act as
an antioxidant and confer protection against nervous system  impairment and oxidative stress. To  test whether honey bee
lifespan,  learning performance, and  food perception could be altered by  resveratrol, we supplemented  the diets of honey
bees and measured lifespan, olfactory learning, and gustatory responsiveness to sucrose. Furthermore, to test the effects of
resveratrol under metabolic challenge, we used hyperoxic environments to generate oxidative stress. Under normal oxygen
conditions, two resveratrol treatments—30 and 130 µM—lengthened average  lifespan  in wild‐type honey bees by 38% and
33%, respectively. Both resveratrol treatments also lengthened maximum and median lifespan. In contrast, hyperoxic stress
abolished the resveratrol life‐extension response. Furthermore, resveratrol did not affect learning performance, but did alter
gustation. Honey bees  that were not  fed  resveratrol exhibited greater  responsiveness  to sugar, while  those supplemented
with resveratrol were less responsive to sugar. We also discovered that individuals fed a high dose of resveratrol—compared
to controls—ingested fewer quantities of food under ad libitum feeding conditions. 
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decline of locomotory function in fish [3]. In the brains 
of healthy rats, resveratrol increases the activity of 
antioxidants such as superoxide dismutase and catalase, 
and decreases the level of oxidative stress [13]. The 
purported, beneficial effects of resveratrol also extend 
to cognitive performance. For instance, resveratrol can 
reverse cognitive deficits and maintain memory in aged 
rats [14]. Also, rats suffering from traumatic brain 
injury [15] or demonstrating Parkinsonian 
characteristics [16], benefit from resveratrol treatment. 
However, it is unclear whether resveratrol can improve 
learning performance in healthy animals.  
 
With some exceptions, most of the studies that 
demonstrate a resveratrol-dependent lifespan extension 
rely on solitary model species such as yeast, worms, and 
fruit flies [2-4] . To date, only one study of social 
animals— mice fed either a high fat diet or fed every 
other day—has showed improved survival in response 
to resveratrol [17]. In the present study, we investigated 
the effects of resveratrol on lifespan and learning 
performance in a social animal with a well-established 
neurobiological pedigree: the honey bee. 
 
Briefly, the characteristic signatures of honey bee social 
life are the caste differences between the functionally 
sterile worker and highly fecund queen, and the 
ontogenetic specialization of tasks undertaken by 
worker bees. These complexities often prevent the 
application of many well-known evolutionary theories 
of aging to the honey bee [18]. For instance, 
explanatory paradigms such as life history theory, 
which postulates that the pressure of natural selection 
on survival falls after reproductive capacity has been 
reached, cannot adequately explain the aging of sterile 
worker honey bees. Furthermore, the disposable soma 
theory, which states that natural selection will not favor 
investment into the soma if extrinsic mortality rates are 
high [19], is applicable to worker honey bees only for 
part of their lives. For example, during nursing tasks, 
workers experience low hazard and low mortality, but 
the switch to foraging tasks outside of the nest increases 
hazard and mortality. However, if honey bee society is 
viewed as a superorganism, the worker honey bee can 
be considered the disposable social caste due to their 
high numbers, short lives, and inability to reproduce. 
From this standpoint, there should be evolutionary 
constraints on worker lifespan. But is this so? Is worker 
lifespan fixed or can its limits be extended?  
 
At present, there is no published work on the effects of 
resveratrol in the honey bee. To achieve insight, we 
combine resveratrol administration with the application 
of metabolic stress and the classic neurobiological 
paradigm of olfactory conditioning to examine whether 

resveratrol can: 1) lengthen lifespan in the honey bee, 2) 
affect brain function, and 3) affect food perception 
(gustation) and consumption. In this study, we 
demonstrate that resveratrol elicits life extension in 
wild-type honey bees, alters gustation, and food 
consumption.  
 
RESULTS 
 
Learning and gustatory performance tests 
 
All sensory and gustatory tests were evaluated in 
normoxic conditions after honey bees had spent five 
days in the laboratory under resveratrol treatment(refer 
to materials and methods). 
 
Learning performance 
Learning performance was not affected by resveratrol 
supplementation (Figure 1; Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA: H 
(2, N= 350) =1.529602 P=0.465). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Gustatory responsiveness 
Resveratrol significantly influenced gustatory 
responsiveness (Figure 2; Kruskall-Wallis: H (2, 
566)=11.363, N=578, P=0.003). The gustatory 
responsiveness of 30 and 130 µM resveratrol-fed 
individuals significantly differed from controls (Mann-
Whitney U test; 0 vs 30 µM: [U=14117, N=168, 
N=193, P=0.017] 0 vs 130: [U=14061, N=168, N=205, 
P<0.001]). Resveratrol-supplemented honey bees 
showed lower gustatory responsiveness scores, while 

Figure 1. Resveratrol does not affect learning performance in
9‐day‐old  honey  bees  in  normoxic  conditions  (Kruskal‐Wallis
ANOVA: H  ( 2, N= 350) =1.529602 P =0.465). Data  shown as
mean±SE. 
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unsupplemented control animals showed higher scores 
(Figure 2). There were no significant differences in 
gustatory responsiveness between 30 and 130 µM 
resveratrol-fed honey bees (Mann-Whitney U test: 
U=18847.50, N=193, N=205, P=0.38). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Effect of resveratrol on honey bee lifespan and food 
consumption 
 
Honey bees reared in hyperoxia compared to normoxic 
controls showed decreased survival rates regardless of 
drug dosage (Figure 3; Cox’s F-test: F(328, 238)=2.69, 
P<0.01). However, under normal oxygen conditions, 
resveratrol significantly lengthened lifespan in honey 
bees (Figure 4; Multi-group survival test: χ2 =11.72, 
df=2, N=130, P=0.003). The two resveratrol treatments 
of 30 and 130 µM increased average lifespan by 38% 
and 33%, respectively (Figure 4). Both resveratrol 
treatments also lengthened maximum and median 
lifespan. Hyperoxia abolished the life extension effect 
of resveratrol previously seen in normoxic controls 
(Figure 5; Multi-group survival test: χ2 =4.08, df=2, 
N=60, P=0.130). 
 
Food consumption 
Resveratrol affected food consumption compared to 
controls (Figure 6; Mann-Whitney: U=775, N1=49, 

N2=46, P=0.008). Resveratrol-supplemented honey 
bees significantly reduced their food consumption, 
compared to unsupplemented individuals. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS & DISCUSSION 
 
Resveratrol and lifespan 
 
Prior studies on yeast, worms, and fruit flies [2, 4] 
(Figure 2) have demonstrated a life-prolonging effect of 
resveratrol. However, the resveratrol-dependent lifespan 
effects in yeast, flies, and worms have been called into 
question by the experimental results of some studies [5, 
6]. Nevertheless, several other inquires have provided 
support for the original findings of Howitz et al and 
Wood et al [20-23]. Our results in the honey bee reveal 
that resveratrol enhances lifespan under normal oxygen 
conditions and are thus consistent with the original 
reports of Howitz et al. and Wood et al.  
 
Resveratrol is purported to function as a signaling 
molecule [24]. Various studies also show resveratrol 
may act as an antioxidant [13, 25, 26] or a pro-oxidant 
DNA mutagen [25, 27, 28]. In the present study, 
hyperoxia abolished the lifespan extension effect of 
resveratrol seen under normoxic conditions and failed to 
act as a compensatory agent in restoring lifespan to 
previous lengths seen in ambient oxygen (Figure 3). 
That said, the tension of hyperoxia (75% O2) we used 
was near pure oxygen, which is known to induce an 
array of deleterious physiological responses in 

Figure 2. Gustatory responsiveness is altered by resveratrol in
9‐day‐old honey bees  in normoxic  conditions  (Kruskall‐Wallis
ANOVA: H  (2,  566)=11.363, N=578, P=0.003). Data  shown  as
mean±SE.  Identical  letters  indicate  that  groups  are  not
significantly  different  from  one  another  at  an  alpha
significance level of 5% for the Mann‐Whitney U test. 

Figure  3.  Honey  bees  show  decreased  survival  rates  in 
hyperoxia  regardless  of  resveratrol  dosage,  compared  to 
normoxic controls (Cox’s F‐test: F(328, 238)=2.69, P<0.01). 
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Drosophila, including increased levels of protein 
carbonyl formation [29], nervous system destruction 
[30, 31], and neurodegeneration [32]. Furthermore, 
resveratrol is susceptible to in vitro oxidation under 
normal oxygen conditions [33], so it is possible that the 
hyperoxygenated environment used in these 
experiments altered the functionality of resveratrol 
enough to prevent lifespan extension. Lastly, the 
possibility that stress may account for the lack of a 
resveratrol-dependent lifespan extension in other studies 
is worth mentioning. However, more replicates in 
animal models would be necessary to confirm this 
speculation. 
 
Neurophysiological effects of resveratrol 
 
Several studies in neurons, cells, and a short-lived fish 
species have demonstrated that resveratrol and some of 
its derivatives can elicit neuroprotective effects [3, 9-
12] (Figure 4). In the fish, Nothobranchius furzeri, 
resveratrol delayed the onset of locomotory and 
learning performance decline during aging [3]. 
Furthermore, resveratrol increased the activity of 
antioxidants and decreased oxidative stress in rat brains 
[13]. Resveratrol can also preserve brain function in 
neurologically impaired rats [15, 16]. But it is unknown 
whether resveratrol can improve learning performance 
in healthy animals. As a result, our aim was to examine 
this question in wild-type worker honey bees. We 
hypothesized that resveratrol would enhance learning 
performance in the honey bee.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In contrast to our hypothesis, resveratrol did not 
improve the learning performance of honey bees in a 
significant way. However, resveratrol treatment did 
significantly change the gustatory responsiveness score 
(Figure 5). Unsupplemented honey bees exhibited 
greater responsiveness to sugar during this test, while 
animals supplemented with resveratrol were less 
responsive to sugar. This finding is particularly 
interesting because observations in natural settings 
reveal that gustatory responsiveness remains intact 
throughout aging in the honey bee, a response we 
previously replicated in the laboratory using hyperoxia 
(Rascón et al., in progress).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We hypothesized that an altered gustatory response 
score could indicate that resveratrol was eliciting a 
satiety effect on honey bees. This prompted us to 
measure individual food consumption in resveratrol-
supplemented and unsupplemented subjects. 
 
Effects of resveratrol on food consumption 
 
Resveratrol is thought to slow aging by mechanisms 
that may be related to caloric restriction. Caloric 
restriction is widely known to increase lifespan across 
organisms, as well as prevent the onset of diseases 
associated with old age [1]. Several studies in diverse 
organisms indicate that sirtuins may facilitate the effects 
of caloric restriction [34-36]. Added to this, the lifespan 
extension effect of resveratrol appears to depend on the 

Figure  4.  Under  normal  oxygen  conditions,  resveratrol
extends lifespan in 9‐day‐old honey bees (Multi‐group survival
test:  χ2  =11.72,  df=2, N=130,  P<0.01).  Both  30  and  130  µM
resveratrol treatments increased average lifespan in wild‐type
honey  bees  by  38%  and  33%,  respectively.  Resveratrol
treatments  also  lengthened maximum  and median  lifespan.
Differences considered significant if P < 0.05. 

 

Figure 5. The life‐lengthening effect of resveratrol, previously
seen in normoxia, is abolished under sub‐optimal conditions of
hyperoxia  (Multi‐group  survival  test:  χ2  =4.08,  df=2,  N=60,
P=0.130). 
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activation of sirtuins [37], which play known roles in 
energy metabolism [38-40]. Most [6, 35, 41, 42], but 
not all studies [43], demonstrate that the overexpression 
of Sir2 homologs extends lifespan. Notably, the 
overexpression of SIRT1 in mice produces phenotypes 
reminiscent of caloric restriction [44]. A recent 
bioinformatics study that compared the gene expression 
profiles of species subjected to caloric restriction, Sir2 
overexpression, and resveratrol administration 
discovered that 23 genes involved in stress, metabolism, 
and growth were conserved in response to caloric 
restriction and resveratrol [45]. This suggests that 
resveratrol supplementation and caloric restriction share 
some common molecular responses. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the present study, resveratrol-supplemented 
individuals showed a significant reduction in food 
consumption under ad libitum feeding conditions, 
compared to unsupplemented controls, which consumed 
more food (Figure 6). To the best of our knowledge, this 
has never been demonstrated for the honey bee, but our 
results are consistent with a study on mouse lemurs in 
which resveratrol decreased food intake by increasing 
satiety [46]. Furthermore, mice with an additional copy 
of SIRT1 exhibit decreased food intake [47] and 
hypothalamic SIRT1 seems to regulate food 
consumption in rats [48]. Resveratrol is a well-known 
activator of SIRT1, which is thought to mediate the 
beneficial effects of caloric restriction [7, 8, 49], so it is 

possible that resveratrol may be activating SIRT1 in the 
honey bee and influencing food consumption. Lastly, it 
should be noted that the decrease in food consumption 
in honey bees is not likely related to factors of 
palatability since honey bees showed no adverse 
behavior to resveratrol in prior trials.  
 
Resveratrol, sirtuins, and the epigenome 
 
The environmental conditions of early life, particularly 
nutrition, leave consequential signatures on the 
epigenome that can span across generations [50-52]. In 
the honey bee, differences in nutrition during 
development lead to the formation of distinct castes in 
genetically identical individuals. These differences in 
nutritional input in the honey bee can be traced to 
changes in DNA methylation [53]. Resveratrol is a 
nutritional supplement and an activator of SIRT1, a 
histone deacetylase [2]. SIRT1 can influence DNA 
methylation in mammalian cells [54]. In mammals, 
aging is associated with a loss of DNA methylation and 
declining transcriptional control of methyltransferases 
[55, 56]. This loss of DNA methylation during aging 
may contribute to the signature genomic instability and 
shortened telomeres that characterize aging cells [57, 
58]. Recently, a study demonstrated that SIRT1 
represses a large set of genes in the mouse genome and 
promotes repair of DNA strand breaks [59]. This 
particular study also determined that increased SIRT1 
promotes survival in the mouse and reduces 
transcriptional abnormalities associated with aging. 
Thus, it is possible that resveratrol and its subsequent 
activation of SIRT1 may promote genomic stability and 
a delay in aging via similar mechanisms.  
 
Resveratrol, sirtuins, and the TOR network 
 
In addition to activating sirtuins, resveratrol has been 
shown to inhibit several members of the Target of 
Rapamycin (TOR) network in mammals, e.g. AMP-
activated protein kinase (AMPK), Phosphatidylinositol 
3-kinase (PI3K), and Mitogen-activated protein kinase 
(MAPK) [17, 60-62]. Suppression of TOR activity is 
known to slow aging in yeast, worms, and flies [6, 63-
65]. Notably, rapamycin also extends the lifespan of 
fruit flies and mice [66, 67]. A recent study of 
mammalian cells demonstrated that resveratrol 
preserved their proliferative capacity and inhibited S6 
kinase phosphorylation, thereby eliciting an indirect 
repression of mTOR activity [68]. This result is similar 
to the effect of rapamycin on mTOR in cells [69]. A 
separate cellular study revealed that resveratrol blocks 
autophagy via the inhibition of S6 kinase under 
nutrient-limited conditions [70]. In contrast, cells grown 
in nutrient-rich media supplemented with resveratrol 

Figure  6.  Resveratrol  affects  food  consumption  in  a  dose‐
dependent  fashion  in  9‐day‐old  honey  bees  in  normoxic
conditions  (Mann‐Whitney: U=775, N1=49, N2=46,  P=0.008).
Data  shown  as  mean±SE.  The  star  denotes  significant
differences between the groups. 
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showed an increase in autophagy [70]. Furthermore, the 
negative regulation of S6 kinase homologs produces 
anti-aging effects in yeast [71-73] and fruit flies [64, 
74]. It is possible that sirtuins and TOR may be part of 
the same caloric restriction pathway in mammals since 
both caloric restriction and TOR inhibition lead to 
increased expression of a key sirtuin regulator [75].  
 
The molecular connections between resveratrol, 
sirtuins, the epigenome, and TOR remain unexplored in 
the honey bee. However, if some of the aforementioned 
links are conserved in this species, they may explain 
some of the organismal-level changes observed in this 
study.  
 
Conclusion 
 
In summary, we demonstrated that resveratrol 
significantly affected gustatory responsiveness and 
prolonged lifespan in wild-type honey bees under 
normal oxygen conditions. However, the enhanced 
lifespan effect of resveratrol was abolished under 
hyperoxic conditions. Moreover, resveratrol had a 
satiety effect on honey bees and reduced their food 
consumption. These findings support the hypothesis that 
the lifespan extension effects of resveratrol are 
evolutionarily conserved.  
 
Future work 
 
Our subsequent projects in honey bees will focus on 
using pharmacological agents to explore whether there 
is a SIRT1-dependence for the lifespan and neuro-
physiological effects noted here.  
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Sample collection scheme and honey bees. Experiments 
were performed at Arizona State University in Tempe, 
AZ, USA. We utilized four genetically diverse wild 
type stock colonies (Apis mellifera) headed by queens 
of Californian commercial origin that were mated with 
multiple males.  The colonies each had a single queen 
and several thousand workers. Each queen was caged 
onto a comb and allowed to lay eggs over a period of 
one day, with an additional day for proper 
acclimatization. This procedure made brood easy to 
track temporally and spatially.  
 
To ensure robust experimental replication and 
manageable workloads, we employed a staggered honey 
bee collection scheme, which was repeated every week 
for a total of five weeks. This experimental design 
allowed for a predictable supply of age-matched newly 
emerged bees three times per week every Thursday, 

Friday, and Saturday beginning calendar week 44 and 
ending week 49. To collect newly emerged bees (0-24 h 
old), brood combs were placed in an incubator 
overnight at 34°C in a relative humidity of 65-70%. 
Upon emergence the following morning, bees were 
marked on the thorax with a designated paint color 
(Testors, Rockford, Illinois, USA) for identification and 
placed in a host colony. After four days, marked honey 
bees were recaptured and taken into the laboratory. We 
reasoned that newly emerged bees— which cannot feed 
themselves—should remain in the colony for the first 
days of life before transfer to a laboratory setting so that 
they could procure essential social provisions [76, 77].  
 
In-lab processing. We captured four-day-old honey bees 
at 9 AM every Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday and 
then placed individuals into 7.0 x 3.5 x 3.5 cm plastic 
tubes. Then, we brought the honey bees to the 
laboratory (< 5 min transit time) where they were 
incubated at 4°C until movement was reduced. Next, we 
placed bees into wire mesh cages in groups of 30 and 
randomly assigned them to 0, 30, or 130 µM resveratrol 
treatment. Honey bees were fed and maintained in cages 
for five days until they reached the age of nine days. In 
the cages, honey bees had ad libitum access to water 
and a pollen-sucrose diet. Subsequently, we placed the 
cages containing treatment animals in an incubator that 
maintained optimal environmental conditions of 34°C 
and 65-75% relative humidity. Diets were freshly 
prepared each day for all treatment groups. After 
spending five days in cages, we tested each nine-day-
old honey bee cohort (3 cohorts per week) for gustatory 
responsiveness and olfactory learning performance 
every Saturday, Sunday, and Monday for five weeks. 
All sensory and gustatory tests were performed on 
honey bees that had only experienced normoxia. After 
the completion of sensory and learning tests, we placed 
honey bees in either a hyperoxygenated (75% O2) or a 
normoxic (21% O2) environment, and then measured 
survivorship. 
 
Diet preparation. We prepared a liquefied diet of protein 
and carbohydrates consisting of 1.5 g of freshly ground 
pollen per 30 mL of 30% sucrose solution. Batches of 
this mixture were stored in frozen aliquots of 25 ml and 
thawed daily upon use. We solubilized resveratrol—
which was kept in the dark at -20 ˚C— in molecular 
grade ethanol and added it to the pollen-sucrose diet 
(1:1000 dilution of resveratrol to liquid diet) daily. The 
daily addition of fresh resveratrol to the diet ensured 
optimal activity of the drug since it is known that 
resveratrol degrades in food medium after 24 h in 37˚ C 
[33]. Three concentrations of resveratrol (0, 30, 130 
µM) were chosen as the basis for our treatment groups 
based on in vitro activation levels for Drosophila. The 
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resveratrol we utilized is routinely tested for activity. 
We began administering resveratrol when honey bees 
were four-days-old because resveratrol works best when 
fed during early adulthood [4].  
 
Sensory and learning test preparation. Following a five-
day resveratrol treatment in cages, approximately 30 
bees per resveratrol group/day (3 days per week, 5 
weeks total) aged nine days were prepared for sensory 
and learning performance tests. To ease handling and 
placement of bees into individual tubes, they were 
cooled in 4°C until reduced movement was detected. 
Honey bees were then restrained in small polyacryl 
holders using strips of duct tape.  As with all laboratory 
tests, test bees were randomized so that experimenters 
were blind to treatment identity.  Thereafter, bees were 
fed 2 µl of 30% sucrose solution and were placed in an 
incubator for a starvation period of two hours. The 
incubator maintained atmospheric oxygen at normoxic 
levels.  
  
Gustatory response measurements. To measure 
gustatory responsiveness, we utilized the proboscis 
extension response (PER).  The criterion for a positive 
PER was complete extension of the proboscis. Nine-
day-old honey bees under resveratrol or control 
treatment were stimulated over the antennae with water 
and six subsequent sucrose solutions in the following 
order: 0.1, 0.3, 1, 3, 10, 30%.  We adhered to an inter-
stimulus interval of two minutes to prevent sensitization 
and habituation.  An overall index of performance, or 
gustatory response score (GRS), was calculated for all 
tested bees by using the sum of all PER to seven 
different stimuli (water and six sucrose solutions).  A 
honey bee with a total score of 7 showed the highest 
level of sensory responsiveness, while a zero score 
indicated no responsiveness.  Bees that failed to respond 
to the 30% sucrose stimulus were not included in the 
olfactory conditioning trials as this sucrose 
concentration was used as a reward in subsequent 
learning trials.   
 
Olfactory conditioning. In an effort to examine the 
whether resveratrol could enhance or improve brain 
function, we tested learning performance using a 
reward-based olfactory conditioning paradigm which 
we have previously published (Rascón & Amdam, in 
progress). Briefly, this method involves pairing an odor 
with a sucrose reward over six trials of conditioning to 
test associative learning performance. After each 
conditioning trial, we scored PER as binary variable via 
PER (i.e., response or no response).  Once all 
conditioning trials took place, we tested the honey bees 
for odor generalization by presenting them with the 
unconditioned stimulus, cineole.  This allowed us to test 

the bee’s discrimination ability. Subsequently, we 
calculated a learning acquisition score based on 
conditioned responses.  The score, with a numerical 
value between 0 and 5, was based on 5 conditioning 
trials and an additional trial that tested reaction 
spontaneity.   
 
Hyperoxic stress exposure. Oxygen exposure has been 
shown to impair honey bees faster and in a more 
controlled fashion than free-flight recapture setups. On 
their ninth day of life following gustatory and learning 
performance tests, honey bees were maintained in an 
incubator (HERAcell O2/CO2, Thermo Scientific) 
under an enriched oxygen atmosphere (75% O2), 34°C, 
and a relative humidity of 63±2%.  Relative humidity 
was monitored by Hobo data loggers (Onset, MA, 
USA).  Bees were individually housed in 1.5 mL 
Eppendorf tubes, each outfitted with a feeding port, 
breathing hole, and an opening for waste and 
defecation, as previously described [78]. Honey bees 
were fed 25 µL of the aforementioned protein-
carbohydrate-resveratrol diet and were allowed to feed 
ad libitum through an easily accessible food-
containing pipette tip.  Feeding was verified to prevent 
starvation and/or caloric restriction, and thereby 
minimize survivorship effects not associated with 
treatment. Honey bees were continually fed their 
respective resveratrol diet mixtures until death.   
 
Survivorship measurements. The survivorship assay 
began when honey bees were nine-days-old and while 
maintained in either hyperoxia or normoxia. 
Survivorship was scored at four to five times per day 
until all subjects were dead. During these monitoring 
periods, bees were either observed dead or alive, and 
remaining live bees were transferred to fresh tubes in 
order to prevent bacterial and/or fungal growth. 
Individuals that appeared to have died due to accident 
(e.g. killed during routine transfers) were not included 
in the data analysis. Individual life spans were 
calculated using the frequency of bees alive at each 
temporal observation.   
 
Food consumption measurements. We measured 
individual food consumption in honey bees that were 
reared on ad libitum diets of protein-carbohydrate-
resveratrol. Following an administration of 0 or 130 µM 
resveratrol treatment for five days, we prepared 50 nine-
day-old honey bees per group for food consumption 
measurements, exactly as noted above for sensory and 
learning tests. After a starvation period of two hours, 
bees were allowed to feed until satiation. Diets were 
administered one microliter at a time and in this way we 
were able to quantify food consumption on an 
individual-level basis. 
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Statistical analyses. Our gustatory responsiveness and 
learning performance data were non-normal as 
determined by normal probability plots, so we used 
non-parametric statistics for analysis. We used the 
Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA to assess overall treatment 
effects, and the Mann-Whitney U test as a post hoc test 
to examine differences between the groups. For analysis 
of survivorship data, we used Cox’s F-test and the 
multi-sample survival test to verify longevity 
differences between treatment groups. The Kaplan–
Meier estimator was employed to approximate the 
survival function for honey bee populations. 
Quantitative differences were considered statistically 
significant if alpha values were less than 0.05. All 
statistical analyses were carried out using STATISTICA 
7.0 (Statsoft) and graphs were generated using R 
statistical software, version 2.12.1 (www.r-project.org). 
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Amendment to Doctoral Dissertation 
 (Last revised 9 June 2013) 

 

The following errors were found in the completed work. 

 
Paper IV 
The article published in the journal Aging entitled, “The lifespan extension effects of 
resveratrol are conserved in the honey bee and may be driven by a mechanism related 
to caloric restriction,” contains an editorial mistake in the “Correspondence” section. 
The manuscript erroneously states that I, Brenda Rascón, have a PhD. Here, I declare 
that on the publishing date of 31 July 2012, I, Brenda Rascón, did not hold a PhD. 
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